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Introduction

The Standard Model of particle physics is the currently accepted theory for the quantitative descriptions of the interactions of fundamental particles. Its validity up to the present energies (electroweak scale, a few hundred GeV) has been experimentally tested at the per mille level accuracy by the high-precision measurements of the last decades carried out at LEP, SLC, HERA and Tevatron. In spite of all, the Standard Model is still not completely satisfactory.

A cornerstone of the Standard Model is the mechanism of spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking proposed to generate the masses of all the observed elementary particles by introducing a doublet of complex scalar fields. This so-called Higgs mechanism predicts the existence of one scalar particle, the Higgs boson, whose mass is the only unknown fundamental parameter of the theory. However, the Higgs particle has not been observed in experiments so far and only indirect constraints on its mass have been inferred from the high-precision data. Moreover, there are several reasons to believe that the Standard Model is only an effective description of the structure of matter up to some scale $\Lambda \approx \text{TeV}$ and that there must be a truly fundamental underlying theory.

Most of the extensions of the theory that have been proposed to solve the shortcomings of the Standard Model have a common intriguing feature: they predict the existence of new physics phenomena not considered by the Standard Model at the TeV energy scale, thus requiring energies higher than those reached by present particle accelerators.

This led to the design of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), a high-energy, high-luminosity proton-proton collider, which is being installed at the European Laboratory for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva (Switzerland) and will deliver the first beams in the summer of 2008. With a center-of-mass collision energy of $\sqrt{s} = 14$ TeV and a design luminosity of $2 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$, it is a machine of unprecedented complexity and potential. It will be the first accelerator to provide parton-parton collisions up to energies of about 1 TeV, the energy scale relevant to electroweak symmetry breaking and at which beyond the Standard Model phenomena are expected to appear.

One of the prime goals of LHC is to find the Higgs boson. If the Higgs boson exists, it will be discovered by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment, one of the four detectors (together with ATLAS, LHCb and ALICE) that will operate at LHC. In order to exploit the experimental programme of LHC, we need a good understanding of the detector and the data to ensure the optimal performance of CMS when LHC delivers the first beams. In addition, we also need to prepare data analysis tools and develop analysis strategies to quantify the CMS discovery potential of the new physics we are looking for.

Since I started my Ph.D. in 2004, I have been involved in several tasks of the CMS experiment, from hardware commissioning to physics analysis. This thesis summarizes the research work I
have done as a member of the CMS collaboration in the CIEMAT group.

I have performed the first physics measurement using real data in CMS: the measurement of the cosmic ray muon charge ratio, which is the ratio of the number of positive- to negative-charge cosmic muons, obtained as a function of the muon momentum, using data collected at the Magnet Test and Cosmic Challenge (MTCC). The MTCC, a first combined test – on surface – of almost all subsystems of CMS, including the magnet, has been performed during the second half of 2006 using high energy muons from cosmic rays as a particle beam. Although the MTCC has been devoted to test the detector and physics studies are not among its primary goals, the large amount of high quality data collected has allowed performing measurements of physical quantities related to cosmic ray muons, which also provide a complementary check of the detector performance. We have succeeded in obtaining a result of good quality, in agreement with previous measurements within the experimental uncertainty. For the CMS collaboration, it has meant a successful test of the complete analysis infrastructure that will be used with the data produced in the proton-proton collisions at LHC and a better understanding of the calibration and alignment procedures of the detector. This analysis is documented in a CMS Note\textsuperscript{1} \cite{MTCC} and is described in the first part of the thesis (Chapter 2).

The second part of this dissertation presents the search analysis of the Standard Model Higgs boson in the $H \to ZZ^{(*)} \to 4\mu$ decay channel. It is a mass-independent, cut-based analysis using simulated data that exploits the log-likelihood ratio statistical method to quantify the CMS discovery potential of the Higgs boson signal, as a function of its mass, for integrated luminosities of 10 fb^{-1} and 30 fb^{-1} and in a wide range of masses. The method also allows the outlining of a search strategy for the Higgs boson, using confidence levels that characterize either the signal plus background or background likeliness of the data. I have participated in the selection of the simulated samples used in this analysis and have applied the log-likelihood ratio method to obtain the expected significance of the Higgs boson signal. This analysis is documented in a CMS Note \cite{HZZ} and described in Chapter 3. I have also developed, implemented and applied a fitting method to measure the Higgs boson mass, cross section and width in this channel. The fit is performed to the distribution of the reconstructed four-muon invariant mass, including the effect of the finite resolution of the detector, the internal bremsstrahlung radiation and the background contribution, and is used to obtain the precision in the determination of those parameters. This procedure is documented in a CMS Note \cite{HiggsFitting} and described in Chapter 4. These two analyses, published in the CMS Physics TDR Vol.II \cite{TDR}, are official CMS results regarding the search for the Standard Model Higgs boson in the $H \to ZZ^{(*)} \to 4\mu$ channel.

The present thesis starts with an introductory chapter, in which a brief description of the Standard Model of particle physics, the Higgs boson physics and the experimental setup – LHC and CMS – is given. Then, the aforementioned analyses are described in detail (Chapters 2 to 4). Finally, the conclusions on the results of my research work are given in Chapter 5.

\textsuperscript{1}CMS Notes are public documents that undergo an exhaustive revision process performed by editors and referees from the collaboration, and are only approved when their quality is considered that of a specialized paper.
Chapter 1

The Standard Model and the CMS experiment at LHC

This chapter gives a very brief overview of the Standard Model of particle physics, with the aim of introducing the open issues that LHC is expected to explore. Short descriptions of the LHC accelerator and the CMS experiment are also presented (for more details on the experimental setup, see [5–7]).

1.1 The Standard Model: Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

The Standard Model of elementary particles [8, 9] is a very successful description of the interactions\(^1\) of the fundamental components of matter. It is a relativistic quantum field theory that describes the interactions of spin-\(\frac{1}{2}\) fermions (matter), mediated by spin-1 gauge bosons (interactions). The existence of the gauge bosons and the form of their interactions are dictated by local gauge invariance, a manifestation of the symmetry group of the theory, \(SU(3)_C \times SU(2)_L \times U(1)_Y\). It combines the electroweak theory proposed by Glashow, Salam and Weinberg [8] to describe the electromagnetic [10] and weak [11] interactions, based on the gauge symmetry group \(SU(2)_L \times U(1)_Y\), with Quantum Chromodynamics [9], which is the theory of the strong interactions and is based on the symmetry group \(SU(3)_C\). The theory is perturbative at sufficiently high energies [9] and renormalizable [12], and thus describes these interactions at the quantum level.

Fermions, fundamental constituents of matter lacking known internal structure to date, are classified in two groups: quarks and leptons. Quarks are triplets under the \(SU(3)_C\) group, and therefore undergo strong interaction. Leptons, on the other hand, are singlets in \(SU(3)_C\). The left-handed states of fermions are \(SU(2)_L\) doublets, while their right-handed partners transform as \(SU(2)_L\) singlets. Placing right-handed and left-handed fermions into different multiplets of the \(SU(2)_L\) group describes parity violation within the framework of the theory. The Standard Model includes three generations or families of fermions, all of them identical except for the mass. Ordinary matter is composed by particles from the first generation. The other generations only

---

\(^{1}\) except gravitation
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appear in high-energy interactions (cosmic rays, accelerators...). The leptons are the electron ($e^-$), the muon ($\mu^-$) and the tau ($\tau^-$), each of which has electric charge $Q = -1$ (all charges are given in units of the elementary charge, $e$), and their corresponding neutrinos, $\nu_e$, $\nu_\mu$ and $\nu_\tau$, with $Q = 0$. The quarks are of six different flavours: u, d, c, s, t and b, and all have fractional charge $Q = \frac{2}{3}$, $\frac{1}{3}$, $\frac{2}{3}$, $\frac{1}{3}$, $\frac{2}{3}$ and $-\frac{1}{3}$, respectively. Experiments confirm that quarks do not freely exist in nature and are the constituents of a wide class of particles, the hadrons. The particle content in each family is:

1st family: $\begin{pmatrix} \nu_e \\ e^- \end{pmatrix}_L$, $e^-_R$, $\begin{pmatrix} u \\ d \end{pmatrix}_L$, $u_R$, $d_R$

2nd family: $\begin{pmatrix} \nu_\mu \\ \mu^- \end{pmatrix}_L$, $\mu^-_R$, $\begin{pmatrix} c \\ s \end{pmatrix}_L$, $c_R$, $s_R$

3rd family: $\begin{pmatrix} \nu_\tau \\ \tau^- \end{pmatrix}_L$, $\tau^-_R$, $\begin{pmatrix} t \\ b \end{pmatrix}_L$, $t_R$, $b_R$

and their corresponding antiparticles. The left-handed (L) and right-handed (R) fields are defined by means of the chirality operator $\gamma_5$ in the following way:

$$e^-_L = \frac{1}{2}(1 - \gamma_5)e^-; \quad e^-_R = \frac{1}{2}(1 + \gamma_5)e^-$$

Every quark with a given flavour carries an additional charge referred to as colour, $q_\alpha$, $\alpha = 1, 2, 3$. There is mixing between the three generations of quarks, which is parameterized in the Standard Model by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [13]. However, the origin of this mixing remains unexplained.

In the Standard Model the strong interaction is described by the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), which is gauge invariant under $SU(3)_C$. The particles that mediate this interaction are eight vector bosons – gluons – which are massless, electrically neutral and carry colour charge. The consequence of the gluons carrying colour is that not only they interact with quarks, but also with themselves. Their interactions are such that they become stronger with distance. This makes the strong coupling constant (or equivalently, $\alpha_S = g_5^2/4\pi$) small at high transferred momenta but large at small momenta, leading to the confinement of quarks in hadrons, the colourless, experimentally-observed matter particles.

The $SU(2)_L \times U(1)_Y$ symmetry group describes the electroweak interactions of quarks and leptons. The particles that mediate this interaction are four gauge bosons: the three vector bosons $W^\pm$ and $Z$, mediators of the weak interactions, and the photon, $\gamma$, which is the particle exchanged in electromagnetic interactions. The weak bosons, $W^\pm$ and $Z$, are massive particles, couple only to left-handed doublets (weak interaction is chiral) and do interact between them. The $W^\pm$ have charge $Q = \pm 1$ respectively, and the Z is electrically neutral. The photon is massless, chargeless and does not interact with itself.

The main characteristics of strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions are summarized in Table 1.1.

The gauge symmetry of $SU(3)_C \times SU(2)_L \times U(1)_Y$ provides the bosons that serve as interaction mediators. Local gauge invariance makes the theory re-normalizable and requires the gauge
interaction Electromagnetic Weak Strong
\[ \begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Boson} & \text{Photon (}\gamma\text{)} & W^\pm, Z & \text{Gluons} \\
\hline
\text{Mass (GeV/c}^2\text{)} & 0 & 80.4, 91.2 & 0 \\
\text{Coupling Constant} & \alpha(Q = m_e) \approx \frac{1}{137} & 1.167 \times 10^{-5}\text{GeV}^{-2} & \alpha_S(m_Z) \approx 0.1 \\
\text{Range (cm)} & \infty & 10^{-16} & 10^{-13} \\
\hline
\end{array} \]

Table 1.1: Fundamental interactions of the elementary particles.

bosons to be massless. However, W\(^\pm\) and Z bosons have masses. The fact that the weak gauge bosons are massive particles indicates that SU\((2)_L \times U(1)_Y\) is not a symmetry of the vacuum. In contrast, the photon being massless reflects that U\((1)_{em}\) is a good symmetry of the vacuum. Thus, the Standard Model postulates the so-called Higgs mechanism [14], which spontaneously breaks the electroweak symmetry SU\((2)_L \times U(1)_Y\) to the electromagnetic U\((1)_{em}\) symmetry by introducing an SU\((2)\) doublet of complex scalar fields (Higgs field), \(\Phi\). The Lagrangian of this field must be invariant under SU\((2)_L \times U(1)_Y\) local gauge transformations, and takes the form:

\[ \mathcal{L}_{\text{Higgs}} = (D_\mu \Phi \dagger (D^\mu \Phi) - V(\Phi) \] (1.1)

The potential is:

\[ V(\Phi) = -\mu^2 \Phi \dagger \Phi + \lambda (\Phi \dagger \Phi)^2, \] (1.2)

with \(\lambda > 0\) and \(\mu^2 > 0\).

The neutral component of the Higgs field develops a non-zero vacuum expectation value. As a consequence, the electroweak SU\((2)_L \times U(1)_Y\) symmetry is spontaneously broken to the electromagnetic U\((1)_{em}\) symmetry. Three of the four degrees of freedom of the doublet scalar field are absorbed by the W\(^\pm\) and Z weak vector bosons to form their longitudinal polarizations and to acquire masses, that derive from the coupling of the boson fields with the non-zero vacuum value of the Higgs. However, this minimum is invariant under U\((1)_{em}\) transformations, which means that this symmetry is unbroken and the photon remains massless. The remaining degree of freedom corresponds to a scalar particle, the Higgs boson. This new particle must also be electrically neutral and massive. However, its mass — acquired through self-coupling in the Higgs potential \(V(\Phi)\) — is not fixed in the theory and the Higgs boson has not been observed in experiments so far. This is the only particle predicted by the Standard Model that has not been confirmed experimentally yet.

The Higgs boson mass at tree-level is:

\[ m_H^2 = 2\lambda v^2 \] (1.3)

where \(v \equiv \sqrt{\frac{\mu^2}{\lambda}}\) is the vacuum expectation value and is related to the boson masses and their gauge couplings \((g, g')\) in the following way:

\[ m_{W^\pm} = \frac{1}{2} g v; \quad m_Z = \frac{1}{2} v \sqrt{g^2 + g'^2} \] (1.4)
The strength of the self-interaction of the Higgs boson, $\lambda$, can be expressed in terms of the Higgs and gauge boson masses and the gauge coupling as:

$$\lambda = \frac{1}{8} g^2 \frac{m_H^2}{m_{W^\pm}^2}$$ (1.5)

and is completely undetermined in the Standard Model. Therefore the Higgs boson mass is unknown.

The same mechanism is used to provide mass to the fermions, making them couple to the Higgs boson with different strength (Yukawa couplings) according to their mass. The value of each coupling constant, $G_f$, is directly related with the corresponding fermion mass, $m_f$:

$$m_f = G_f \frac{v}{\sqrt{2}}$$ (1.6)

The values of the Yukawa couplings are not fixed in the Standard Model either, and they are determined from the experimental measurements of the fermion masses.

Thus, the simplest version of the Standard Model contains 19 free parameters: 5 for the coupling constants ($g_S$, $g$, $g'$, $\mu^2$, $\lambda$), 9 masses (6 for the quarks and 3 for the leptons, assuming neutrinos are massless), the 4 independent elements of the CKM matrix that describes the quark flavour mixing, and 1 phase that accounts for a QCD interaction among gluons which can violate CP. The first five of these parameters correspond to the gauge and matter sectors and have been accurately determined in experiments [15]. The rest are related to the symmetry breaking sector, which remains without experimental verification.

### 1.1.1 Constraints to the Standard Model Higgs boson mass

Despite the lack of direct experimental evidence of the existence of the Higgs boson so far, the overwhelming efforts dedicated to its study, both from the theoretical and from the experimental points of view, have established strict limits to its possible properties. The experimental search for the Higgs boson represents a challenge because even if the way it couples to fermions and gauge bosons is now completely fixed by the experiments, there is no theoretical prediction for the value of its mass. The difficulty in the design of experiments to search for the Higgs boson lies precisely in the fact that they must be sensitive to all possible mass values.

**Theoretical constraints**

From the theoretical point of view, there are consistency arguments of the Standard Model that impose severe constraints on the Higgs boson mass [16]. First of all, the Higgs potential described in Eq. 1.2 is affected by radiative corrections which involve the mass of fermions and bosons and depend on the renormalization scale. These radiative corrections may modify the shape of the potential in a way such that an absolute minimum no longer exists and no stable spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs. The requirement of vacuum stability, that is, that the $\lambda$ coefficient is large enough to avoid instability up to a certain scale $\Lambda$, implies a lower bound on $m_H$. 
On the other hand, the Higgs boson mass is required to be large enough to cancel the divergences arising from the scattering of longitudinally-polarized W bosons in the high energy limit \[17\]. However, according to Eq. 1.5, if \( m_H \gg m_W \), the scalar self interaction becomes strong, and violates unitarity. Therefore, the Higgs boson mass should be less than about 850 GeV/c^2. Also, the dependency of the coupling with the energy scale results in an increase of \( \lambda \) with the energy scale. The requirement that \( \lambda \) remains non-zero and finite up to a scale \( \Lambda \) (triviality) corresponds to an upper bound on \( m_H \).

The parameter \( \Lambda \) represents the energy scale beyond which the Standard Model is no longer valid and new physics is expected to appear. For low energy scales (\( \Lambda \sim 10^{3} \) GeV), the allowed Higgs boson mass is lower than 1 TeV/c^2, while for larger \( \Lambda \) values (up to the Planck scale, \( \Lambda \approx 10^{19} \) GeV), the upper bound on \( m_H \) descends to around 160 GeV/c^2 to 200 GeV/c^2. The theoretical bounds on \( m_H \) as a function of \( \Lambda \) are shown in Figure 1.1 \[16\] (left).

![Figure 1.1](image)

Figure 1.1: (Left) Theoretical bounds on the Higgs boson mass as a function of the cut-off energy scale \( \Lambda \), up to which the Standard Model is assumed to remain valid. The upper solid area indicates the triviality upper bound. The width of the area indicates the sum of the theoretical uncertainties in \( m_H \). The lower solid area represents the lower bounds derived from stability requirements using \( m_t = 175 \) GeV/c^2 and \( \alpha_s(M_Z) = 0.118 \). (Right) \( \Delta \chi^2 \) curve derived from high-Q^2 precision electroweak measurements, performed at LEP and by SLD, CDF and D0, as a function of the Higgs boson mass. The minimum of the curve is below the excluded value by direct searches (light shaded area).
Experimental constraints

Experimental bounds on the Higgs boson mass are provided by measurements at different experiments. The most sensitive direct search has been carried out at the LEP accelerator at CERN. No evidence for a signal was observed in data from $e^+e^-$ collisions up to center-of-mass energies of 209 GeV (Figure 1.2, left [18]). An experimental lower bound is set to $m_H > 114.4$ GeV/c$^2$ at the 95% confidence level (C.L.) [18]. The search for the Standard Model Higgs particle still continues at Tevatron. Figure 1.2 (right) [19] shows the most recent update for the joint CDF/D0 sensitivity curves, together with the Standard Model prediction. The Tevatron experiments are close to the Standard Model predictions, nearly by a factor of 2 for some Higgs boson masses.

An indirect measurement of $m_H$ within the Standard Model framework is possible using the precision measurements of the fundamental parameters, e.g., $m_Z$, $\Gamma_Z$, $m_W$. Such measurements have been performed by several experiments and a global fit to these electroweak observables with the Higgs boson mass as a free parameter sets limits on $m_H$ [18, 20]. Figure 1.1 [20] (right) shows the $\Delta \chi^2$ curve, derived from high-$Q^2$ electroweak precision measurements, performed at LEP and by SLD, CDF, and D0, as a function of the Standard Model Higgs boson mass. The preferred value for its mass, corresponding to the minimum of the curve, is at 87 GeV/c$^2$, with an experimental uncertainty of $+36$ and $-27$ GeV/c$^2$ (at 68% C.L. derived from $\Delta \chi^2 = 1$ for
the black line, thus not taking into account the theoretical uncertainty shown as the blue band nor the excluded values by direct search). This is not a proof that the Standard Model Higgs boson actually exists. However, it does serve as a guideline in what mass range to look for it. The electroweak precision measurements indicate that the mass of the Higgs boson is lower than about 160 GeV/c^2 (one-sided 95% C.L. upper limit derived from Δχ^2 = 2.7 for the blue band, thus including both the experimental and the theoretical uncertainty). This limit increases to 190 GeV/c^2 when including the LEP2 direct search limit of 114 GeV/c^2 shown in yellow.

1.1.2 Open questions in the Standard Model

Despite the experimental success of the Standard Model, there are strong conceptual indications that this model does not describe nature completely, but it is a low-energy effective theory of a more fundamental, self-contained theory. As it has already been pointed out, there are at least nineteen absolutely arbitrary parameters in the Standard Model and many more parameters are needed to accommodate non-accelerator observations. For example, neutrino masses and mixing require at least seven additional parameters: three masses, three mixing angles and one CP-violating phase. Cosmological inflation implies at least one new mass scale of order 10^{16} GeV, the cosmological baryon asymmetry and the description of the non-baryonic dark matter requires a still non-determined number of additional parameters, and the cosmological constant may be non-zero. In a fundamental physical model all these parameters should not appear as totally free.

In fact, during the last ten years experimental evidence appeared that demonstrated that the Standard Model is incomplete: non-baryonic dark matter [21]; dark energy [22–24]; neutrino mass [25]; nearly scale-invariant, Gaussian, and apparently acausal density perturbations [23]; baryon asymmetry [26]. Moreover, the confirmed existence of non-baryonic dark matter requires new particles that are not present in the Standard Model.

From a more theoretical point of view, we have already observed that theoretical bounds on the Higgs mass can be derived from the request that, once radiative corrections are included, the theory remains valid up to a given energy scale. It is natural to think that at higher energy scales some more general theory should be valid, possibly describing all interactions. In the Standard Model, the strong interaction is described by the SU(3)_C symmetry group, which however is not unified with the electroweak description. Another shortcoming of the Standard Model comes from its inability to include gravity, whose strength should become comparable with that of other interactions at the Planck scale (10^{19} GeV).

In addition, the Higgs mass suffers from divergences caused by radiative corrections which are proportional to the energy cutoff; for the Standard Model to be valid up to very high energy scales, extremely precise cancellations should be present at all perturbation levels. Such cancellations are formally possible, but there is no reason why such a fine tuning should occur (naturalness problem).

Also, there is no explanation both for the origin of the three-family structure and the breaking of the generational symmetry (flavour symmetry) and for the fact that the particle masses would be significantly smaller than the energy scale up to which the theory remains valid (hierarchy problem).

Several solutions for these problems have been proposed. Some of the (known) extensions of
the Standard Model are supersymmetry (new fermion-boson symmetry) or extra dimensions (dimensions of invisible size up to now), both motivated by the superstring theories, little higgs-type models (new boson-boson and fermion-fermion symmetry) or the existence of new fundamental interactions at energy scales not yet explored. The most intriguing feature of all these theoretical models is that they predict the existence of new physics phenomena not considered by the Standard Model at the TeV energy scale.

1.2 LHC and the CMS experiment

Given the experimental situation of the Standard Model 25 years ago, it became necessary to build a new accelerator capable of reaching higher energies than those achieved up to date, in order to produce and study the Higgs boson and any other new physics phenomena. This accelerator is the Large Hadron Collider at the European Laboratory for Nuclear Research (CERN) [27]. It will be the first accelerator to provide parton-parton collisions up to energies of about 1 TeV, the energy scale relevant to electroweak symmetry breaking and at which beyond the Standard Model phenomena are expected to appear.

1.2.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [5] is a proton-proton collider that is being installed in the 26.6 km circumference tunnel formerly used by the LEP electron-positron collider at CERN (Figure 1.3 [5]), at a depth ranging from 50 to 175 m underground. The center-of-mass collision energy is \( \sqrt{s} = 14 \text{ TeV} \) and the design luminosity is \( 2 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \). The luminosity is the number of collisions per unit-time and cross-sectional area of the beams, \( L = \frac{f n_1 n_2}{A} \), where \( f \) is the collision frequency of bunches composed by \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) particles and \( A \) is the overlapping cross-sectional area of the beams. It is specific to the collider parameters and does not depend on the considered interaction. It is expressed in cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\). Normally, the integrated luminosity, \( \mathcal{L} = \int L \, dt \), expressed in fb\(^{-1}\) or pb\(^{-1}\), is used.

LHC is composed by a set of two synchrotron rings along which two independent proton beams will circulate in opposite directions. It will also operate at certain stages as a heavy ion (Pb, for example) collider in order to study the quark-gluon plasma and the QCD phase diagram. LHC will use SPS, PS and all the pre-accelerators that already exist at CERN as injectors. The beams intersect at four points where experiments are placed. Two of these are high luminosity regions and house the ATLAS [28] and CMS [29] detectors, general-purpose experiments with similar physics goals that are located in opposite positions along the ring. The other two detectors are devoted to specific research topics: LHC-b [30] is optimized to study b-quark physics and CP-symmetry violation in particular, and ALICE [31] is to be used for the study of heavy ion collisions. These detectors will be placed at the insertion points from SPS. Protons coming from SPS will enter the LHC rings with an energy of 0.45 TeV and will be accelerated using superconducting cavities until they reach 7 TeV per beam. Both beams share the superconducting magnets responsible for their orientation and focusing. The most relevant parameters of LHC are summarized in Table 1.2.

Currently, LHC is in the final stages of construction and commissioning (Figure 1.3, upper), with some sections already being cooled down to their final operating temperature of \( \sim 2 \text{ K} \),
Figure 1.3: (Upper) View of the LHC accelerator. (Lower) Overview of LHC and location of the different experiments. The current status of the cooling of the LHC sections is shown in blue colour, where light blue corresponds to the sectors that have reached the final operating temperature of $\sim 2$ K. The cooling process will be completed by the end of June 2008.
shown in light blue in Figure 1.3 (lower). The first beams will be due for injection soon after the cooling down is completed (planned for end of June 2008) and the first collisions will follow two months later [32]. It will undergo a series of accelerator/detector commissioning stages at the beginning of its operation. Physics runs are planned to start with “low luminosity” runs of up to $2 \times 10^{33} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$ for a few years before upgrading to the design “high luminosity” regime of $2 \times 10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$. The initial collision energy will be 10 TeV (instead of 14 TeV) due to technical problems with few superconducting magnets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Nominal value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center-of-mass energy</td>
<td>14 TeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection energy in LHC</td>
<td>450 GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of particles per bunch</td>
<td>$1.15 \times 10^{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bunches per ring</td>
<td>2808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design luminosity</td>
<td>$10^{34}\text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1} = 10 \text{nb}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminosity lifetime</td>
<td>10 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time between collisions</td>
<td>24.95 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch crossing rate</td>
<td>40.08 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction rate</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch length</td>
<td>53 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam radius at interaction point</td>
<td>16 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumference</td>
<td>26.659 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipole Field</td>
<td>8.3 T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet temperature</td>
<td>$\leq 2 \text{ K}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Design LHC parameters for proton-proton collisions

The cross-section and event production rates for different processes as a function of the center-of-mass energies in proton-proton collisions is depicted in Figure 1.4 [33]. It can be seen that the Higgs boson production cross-section increases steeply with the center-of-mass energy, while the total cross-section (that is, the background cross-section), remains almost constant. In order to observe processes with extremely low cross-section ($\sim 10^{-9} - 10^{-11}$ with respect to background), the LHC must have an enormously high luminosity. Luminosities of up to $10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$ are expected to be achieved by means of collisions of approximately 2800 bunches of $10^{11}$ protons per bunch every 25 ns. The interaction rate at these luminosities will be $10^9 \text{Hz}$. This has the drawback that the proton density per bunch will be such that several interactions will overlap in the same bunch crossing (pile-up). This difficult environment forces LHC detectors to have a data discrimination system (trigger) capable of managing the information collected in several collisions every 25 ns and able to perform a strong data reduction, eliminating all the non-interesting collisions online. After the online preselection system, the rate of accepted events will be reduced to about 150 Hz. The registered information of each event is 1.5 MB, approximately. Taking into account that the accelerator will operate around $10^7$ seconds per year, the total storing needs are about $2 \times 10^6$ Gigabytes per year to save all the information coming from the detector. Several tens of thousands of current PCs will be needed to reconstruct,
simulate and analyze such enormous amount of data. For this purpose, a whole infrastructure called Grid [34] is being developed, which will allow confronting this unprecedented challenge and represents a technological challenge by itself.

Figure 1.4: Cross-section and event production rates for different processes as a function of the center-of-mass energies in proton-proton and proton-antiproton collisions.

1.2.2 The CMS experiment

The total proton-proton cross-section $\sqrt{s} = 14$ TeV is roughly 100 mb. At design luminosity, CMS will observe an event rate of approximately $10^9$ inelastic events per second. This leads to a number of experimental challenges. The online event selection process (trigger) must reduce the approximately 1 billion interactions per second to no more than about 100 events per second for storage and subsequent analysis. The short time between bunch crossings, 25 ns, has major implications for the design of the readout and trigger systems.

At high luminosity, a mean of about 20 inelastic (hard scattering) collisions will be superimposed on the event of interest. This implies that around 1000 charged particles will emerge from the interaction region every 25 ns. The products of an interaction under study may be confused with those from other interactions in the same bunch crossing. This problem becomes more severe when the response time of a detector element and its electronic signal is longer than 25...
ns. The effect of the pile-up can be reduced using high-granularity detectors with good time resolution, resulting in low occupancy. This requires a large number of detector electronic channels (several millions), making necessary very good synchronization. Finally, the large flux of particles coming from the interaction region leads to high radiation levels, requiring radiation-hard detectors and front-end electronics.

In addition to these technical conditions, the CMS detector must fulfill strong requirements [6, 7, 35] from the scientific point of view, in order to meet the goals of the LHC physics programme that can be summarized as follows:

- Good muon identification and momentum resolution over a wide range of momenta and angles, good dimuon mass resolution ($\approx 1\%$ at 100 GeV/$c^2$), and the ability to determine unambiguously the charge of muons with $p < 1$ TeV/$c$.

- Good charged particle momentum resolution and reconstruction efficiency in the inner tracker. Efficient triggering and offline tagging of $\tau$’s and b-jets, requiring pixel detectors close to the interaction region.

- Good electromagnetic energy resolution, good diphoton and dielectron mass resolution ($\approx 1\%$ at 100 GeV/$c^2$), wide geometric coverage, correct localization of the primary interaction vertex, $\pi^0$ rejection and efficient photon and lepton isolation at high luminosities.

- Good missing-transverse-energy and dijet-mass resolution, requiring hadron calorimeters with a large hermetic geometric coverage and with fine lateral segmentation.

The chosen design of CMS to meet all these conditions is briefly discussed below, and is driven by the election of a strong solenoid magnetic field to achieve a precise measurement of the momentum of charged particles and a very good identification of muons. A detailed description can be found in [6, 7, 35].

Overall design

The CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) experiment [36] is formed by an international collaboration composed by more than 2880 scientists from over 184 different institutions from around 35 countries. It is one of the two general-purpose detectors that will operate in LHC. The main distinguishing features of CMS are: a very precise and redundant muon spectrometer; a fully active scintillating crystal-based electromagnetic calorimeter consistent with the muon spectrometer; a full silicon-based inner tracking system, compatible with both the electromagnetic calorimeter and the muon system; a sampling and hermetic hadronic calorimeter. The design of CMS is driven by the choice of the magnetic field configuration for the measurement of the momentum of muons. Its compact design is achieved by means of a very intense magnetic field, which is generated by a 4 Tesla superconducting solenoid and is kept uniform by a massive iron return yoke. This solenoid is large enough to accommodate the inner tracker and the calorimeters, allowing precision measurements of electrons and photons. The 4 T magnetic field provides the large bending power needed to measure precisely the momentum of charged particles and reduces the pile-up from soft hadrons in the muon system, which is installed in the return yoke.
1.2 LHC and the CMS experiment

The detector is composed of a cylindrical barrel closed by two end-cap discs, with a total length of 21.6 m, a diameter of 14.6 m and a total weight of around 12500 tons. It comprises several detection subsystems, each of which is specialized in the detection of certain types of particles. The overall layout of CMS is shown in Figure 1.5 (upper).

The coordinate system adopted by CMS is a right-handed system, with the origin centered at the nominal collision point inside the experiment, the y-axis pointing vertically upward, the x-axis pointing radially inward towards the center of the LHC and the z-axis pointing along the beam direction. The azimuthal angle, $\phi$, is measured from the x-axis in the x-y plane, and the polar angle, $\theta$, is measured from the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is normally used instead of the $\eta$ angle and is defined as $\eta \equiv - \ln \left( \tan \frac{\theta}{2} \right)$. Thus, the momentum and energy measured transverse to the beam direction, denoted by $p_T$ and $E_T$, respectively, are computed from the x and y components. The detector presents cylindric symmetry in the low pseudorapidity region (barrel) and is arranged in discs in the end-caps, which correspond to the high $|\eta|$ regions. The beam pipe is set along the central axis of the cylinder. The collision of the two beams takes place at the center of the cylinder.

In a radial path outwards the detector, from the interaction point to the outermost layers, the following subsystems are found (picture on page 18):

**The Inner Tracking System.** The inner tracker [37] (picture on page 19) is devoted to measure the trajectories of the charged particles emerging from the LHC collisions as well as precise reconstruction of secondary vertices. It surrounds the interaction point and has a length of 5.8 m and a diameter of 2.5 m. The CMS solenoid provides a homogeneous magnetic field of 4 Tesla over the full volume of the tracker. At the LHC design luminosity of $10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$ there will be on average about 1000 particles from more than 20 overlapping proton-proton interactions traversing the tracker for each bunch crossing, i.e. every 25 ns. Therefore, a detector technology featuring high granularity and read-out speed is required, such that the trajectories can be identified reliably and attributed to the correct bunch crossing. The large particle flux also imposes special requirements on radiation hardness. All these requirements on granularity, speed and radiation hardness lead to a tracker design entirely based on silicon detector technology. The CMS tracker is composed of a pixel detector with three barrel layers at radii between 4.4 cm and 10.2 cm and a silicon strip tracker with 10 barrel detection layers extending outwards to a radius of 1.1 m. Each system is completed by end-caps which consist of 2 disks in the pixel detector and 3 plus 9 disks in the strip tracker on each side of the barrel, extending the acceptance of the tracker up to a pseudorapidity of $|\eta| < 2.5$. With about 200 m$^2$ of active silicon area, the CMS tracker is the largest silicon tracker ever built.

For isolated leptons of up to 100 GeV the expected transverse momentum resolution is $\Delta p_T/p_T < 10\%$ and a track reconstruction efficiency higher than 95% is expected in the $|\eta| < 2.5$ range.

**The Electromagnetic Calorimeter.** The goal of the electromagnetic calorimeter of CMS (ECAL) [38] (picture on page 20) is to accurately measure the energy and position of electrons and photons, help in the identification of electrons and charged pions and contribute to the
Figure 1.5: (Upper) An exploded view of the CMS detector. (Lower) Example of particle tracks, in a sector of the CMS detector, leaving signal in the different subsystems.
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measurement of the energy of hadronic cascades. It comprises around 80000 finely segmented lead tungstate (PbWO₄) crystals with coverage in pseudorapidity up to |η| < 3.0. The crystals have different dimensions depending on their location in either the central barrel part or the two end-caps. Lead tungstate is a fast, radiation-hard scintillator characterized by a small Molière radius (21.9 mm) and a short radiation length (8.9 mm), that allows good shower containment in the limited space available for the ECAL. One of the driving criteria in the design was the capability to detect the Higgs boson decay to two photons. This capability is enhanced by the good energy resolution provided by a homogeneous crystal calorimeter.

The energy resolution of the ECAL for electromagnetic particles is better than 1 % for energies above 30 GeV and always better than 10 %.

A lead/silicon preshower detector is placed in front of the end-caps crystals. The principal aim of the CMS Preshower detector is to identify π⁰'s in the end-caps within a fiducial region 1.653 < |η| < 2.6. It also helps the identification of electrons against minimum ionizing particles, and improves the position determination of electrons and photons with high granularity.

The Hadron Calorimeter. The ECAL is completely surrounded by a sampling hadron calorimeter (HCAL) [39] (picture on page 21) with coverage up to |η| < 3.0. The goal of the HCAL is the measurement of the direction and energy of hadron jets. High hermeticity is required to be sensitive to the detection of missing transverse energy due to neutrinos or exotic particles. For this reason, the central barrel and end-cap HCAL sub-detectors (HB and HE, respectively), fully immersed within the high magnetic field of the solenoid, are complemented by very forward calorimeters (HF) which are located outside the muon system to complete the coverage up to |η| < 5.2. The HB and HE are brass/scintillator calorimeters. In the barrel, full shower containment is not possible within the magnet volume and an additional array of scintillators is placed outside the magnet (HO). The HF are iron/quartz-fibre calorimeters which are located outside the muon system at 11.2 m from the interaction point.

The performance of the HCAL is given in terms of jet energy resolution and missing transverse energy resolution. The jet energy depends on effects like the jet-finding algorithm, the fragmentation process or the pile-up, therefore the granularity of the sampling in the 3 main parts of the HCAL (HB, HE and HF) has been chosen such that the jet energy resolution, as a function of ET, is similar in all 3 parts. The resolution of the missing transverse energy in QCD dijet events with pile-up in given by σ(E_T^{miss}) ≈ 1.0√ΣE_T if energy clustering corrections are not made, while the average E_T^{miss} is given by 〈E_T^{miss}〉 ≈ 1.25ΣE_T.

The Superconducting Magnet. Both the tracker and the calorimeters are installed inside a 13-m-long, 6-m-inner-diameter superconducting solenoid [40]. Cooled with liquid helium, it is capable of generating an axial and uniform magnetic field of 4 T in the central region of the CMS detector. The goal of this strong magnetic field is to induce enough bending of the charged particle trajectories so that the momentum of the particles can be measured up to the highest momentum expected at LHC. In order to determine without ambiguities the sign for muons of ≈ 1 TeV/c, a momentum resolution of Δp_T/p_T ≈ 10% is required. This resolution scales with 1/B, where B is the strength of the magnetic field. The flux is returned through a 10000 ton iron yoke comprising 5 wheels and 2 end-caps composed of three disks each.
The Muon System. The muon system [41] is CMS’s most external sub-detector and it is interleaved with the iron wheels that serve as the return yoke of the magnet. Its goal is to identify muons and to provide, together with the inner tracker, an accurate measurement of their transverse momenta. This is crucial for CMS due to the fact that high-$p_T$ muons provide very clean and clear signals for a wide variety of physics processes. For this reason, the muon spectrometer plays a very important role in the trigger. The thickness of the iron and the chain of sub-detectors that particles have to traverse before reaching the muon detectors ensure good muon identification, both in the barrel and in the end-caps regions.

The muon system is composed by three independent subsystems. In the barrel, where the track occupancy and the residual magnetic field are low, Drift Tube (DT) chambers are installed (picture on page 22). The chamber segmentation follows that of the iron plates of the yoke, consisting in 5 wheels along the z-axis – named YB-2, ..., YB+2 – each one divided into 12 sectors. Chambers are organized into 4 stations – named MB1, ..., MB4 – forming concentric cylinders around the beam line: the first three of them consist of 60 drift chambers each, the fourth, of 70. The first 3 stations each contain 12 DT layers, providing 8 measurements of the muon track in the $r$-$\phi$ bending plane and 4 measurements in the $z$ direction. The fourth station does not contain $z$-measuring planes. Within a single station, spatial resolutions of 100 $\mu$m in the $r$-$\phi$ plane and 150 $\mu$m in the $r$-$\theta$ plane are achieved.

In the two end-caps, Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) are used, since in these regions the muon rates and background levels are high and the residual magnetic field between the plates of the yoke is large (up to 3.5 T) and non-uniform (picture on page 23). They are multi-wire proportional chambers with fast response time, fine segmentation, and radiation resistance. The CSCs are arranged in four disks (stations) perpendicular to the beam line and placed between the iron disks of the yoke. They are labelled ME1, ..., ME4. The cathode strips of each chamber run radially outward and provide a precision measurement in the $r$-$\phi$ bending plane. The anode wires run approximately perpendicular to the strips and are also read out in order to provide measurements of $\eta$ and the beam-crossing time of a muon. Each 6-layer CSC provides robust pattern recognition for rejection of non-muon backgrounds and efficient matching of hits to those in other stations and to the CMS inner tracker. A final spatial resolution within a single station for CSCs of 80-150 $\mu$m, depending on the station, is achieved.

The DT and CSC systems cover the pseudorapidity region $|\eta| < 2.4$ and provide efficient muon track reconstruction and precise momentum measurement using the bending radius induced by the magnetic field.

Redundancy is obtained with a system of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC), gaseous parallel-plate detectors that are installed both in the barrel and in the end-caps and cover the region $|\eta| < 1.2$. The RPCs have acceptable spatial resolution but very fast response and excellent time resolution, of the order of a few nanoseconds, providing unambiguous bunch crossing identification. Therefore, they are dedicated for the triggers and are also used to complement DTs and CSCs in the measurement of $p_T$. A total of 6 layers of RPC chambers are embedded in the barrel iron yoke, two located in each of the first and second muon stations and one in each of the two last stations. In the end-caps 4 layers are present.
1.3 Conclusions

The layer structure of the CMS detector described in this Section allows performing a clear and efficient identification of the particles emerging from the beam collision. Every type of particle leaves a distinct signal in the different detectors, as is shown in Figure 1.5 (lower):

- **Photons**: neutral electromagnetic particles. They deposit their energy in the ECAL and do not leave track in the tracker.

- **Electrons**: charged electromagnetic particles. They leave their energy in the ECAL and a track in the tracker.

- **Hadrons**: they deposit their energy in the HCAL (in different ways, depending on the type of hadron). Many of them have minimum interaction in the ECAL, although a fraction of them has strong interaction and initiates the hadronic cascade in that calorimeter. Charged hadrons leave track in the tracker, while neutral hadrons do not.

- **Muons**: these are the only particles that leave a track in the muon detectors. They are minimum ionizing particles in the calorimeters and leave track in the tracker.

1.3 Conclusions

My research work has addressed two of the main issues depicted in this Chapter, which are particularly relevant in the last few years of the construction phase of the experiment: first, demonstrating the capabilities of the CMS detector (an existing fraction of it) to perform a measurement using real data from cosmic muons (Chapter 2), and, second, establishing the CMS discovery potential for a Standard Model Higgs boson using the state-of-the-art software and analysis tools (Chapters 3 and 4).
View of one wheel of the CMS detector showing the tracker, ECAL, HCAL, magnet and the muon barrel drift tubes.
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View of one of the wheels installed with barrel muon chambers.
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View of one of the end-cap discs installed with muon chambers.
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Chapter 2

Measurement of the charge ratio of cosmic ray muons using CMS data

In this chapter we present the measurement of the muon charge ratio using CMS data, collected at the Magnet Test and Cosmic Challenge, exploiting the capabilities of the drift-tube muon chambers of CMS. The analysis is performed using the standard CMS reconstruction software, as well as data distribution and job submission Grid tools, in a way similar to that designed for the analysis of the data produced in the proton-proton collisions at LHC.

Given the high complexity of the CMS detector, it is essential to test and verify all its components at every step of the construction and assembly procedure, in order to ensure the optimal functioning of CMS when LHC delivers the first beams in 2008.

The detector was pre-assembled in a surface hall (SX5) before being lowered to the cavern. A crucial milestone in the construction of CMS is the Magnet Test and Cosmic Challenge (MTCC) [42], a major test of a slice of CMS – performed on the surface – devoted to test the detector: magnet, readout electronics, trigger and data acquisition system (DAQ), alignment, calibration and reconstruction algorithms. High energy muons from cosmic rays are used as a particle beam for this test. Physics studies are not among the primary goals of the magnet test, however it provides high quality data – from a large number of cosmic muons – that can be used to perform measurements of physical quantities related to cosmic muons.

The muon charge ratio, $R$, is defined as the ratio of the number of positive- to negative-charge cosmic muons. Atmospheric muons stem from cosmic ray showers, produced via interactions of high-energy cosmic-ray particles entering the upper layers of the atmosphere with air nuclei: $(p, \text{He, } \ldots, \text{Fe}) + A \rightarrow \text{hadrons}, e^\pm, \gamma$, where $(\pi^\pm, K^\pm) \rightarrow \mu^\pm + \nu_\mu (\bar{\nu}_\mu)$ and $\mu^\pm \rightarrow e^\pm + \nu_\mu (\bar{\nu}_\mu) + \nu_e (\bar{\nu}_e)$. The charge and momentum dependence of $R$ is determined by the meson production cross sections in these high-energy hadronic interactions. The collisions of cosmic rays with air (both are mainly protons and nuclei) favour the production of positive mesons, hence more positive muons are expected. In a compilation of measurements [43], the charge ratio was approximately constant, $N_{\mu^+}/N_{\mu^-} \approx 1.27$, with uncertainties increasing from 1% at a few hundred MeV/c to 6% at 300 GeV/c. A more recent and precise measurement by the L3+C experiment at CERN found similar results in the range $20 \text{ GeV/c} - 500 \text{ GeV/c}$ [44]. At energies greater than a few
hundred GeV, a growing influence of kaons is predicted and therefore a resulting increase of the charge ratio is observed [45]. These measurements are used to constrain parameters relevant to low energy hadronic interactions and to better determine the atmospheric neutrino flux.

2.1 Experimental setup

The MTCC took place in the second half of 2006. Its main goal was to test the CMS detector using cosmic-ray muons, before it was lowered to the experimental cavern. Important parts of this challenge were: testing and commissioning the superconducting magnet (including cooling, power supply and control system), measuring the map of the magnetic field, checking the movement of the detector when the magnetic field was switched on/off, testing the functionality of the muon alignment system and performing a combined test of the sub-detectors available (tracker, ECAL, HCAL and muon system) in a 20° slice of the CMS detector, using as far as possible final readout, data acquisition and trigger systems. There are documents reporting the operational details of the MTCC [42] and a comparison of commissioning results with simulations [46].

The MTCC was split in two distinct phases of data taking with different objectives: phase I was devoted to test the integration of the different sub-detectors and the alignment, and phase II concentrated on performing a mapping of the magnetic field and dedicated muon system and trigger studies. In phase I, six tracker layers (comprising 133 single and double-sided Silicon Strip modules), two ECAL and fifteen HCAL modules were used. In phase II, a field mapper replaced the ECAL and tracker detectors. In both phases, the muon system consisted of a reduced setup of the DT (Drift Tubes), RPC (Resistive Plate Chambers) and CSC (Cathode Strip Chambers) detectors, including final cabling and electronics. A total of 36 CSC chambers in stations ME+1, ME+2, ME+3 from trigger sector 5 were instrumented in the end-cap at \( z > 0 \) (covering a 60° sector, together with the RPCs).

From the installed muon barrel detectors, a total of 21 RPC chambers and 14 DT chambers were read out. Concerning the DTs, which are the detectors that provide the information for this analysis, the setup comprised stations MB1 to MB4 in sector 10 of wheel YB+1 and in sectors 10 and 11 of wheel YB+2 (covering a 30° and a 60° sector, respectively). The MB4 station at the bottom of sector 10 is split in two chambers, which is particularly relevant to the analysis.

The basic detection element of a drift tube chamber is a 42 mm \( \times \) 13 mm drift cell (wire-length \( \approx 2.5 \) m, depending on the chamber type) filled with an Ar/CO\(_2\) gas mixture. Four layers of staggered drift cells form a superlayer (SL) and three superlayers build up a chamber or station (St), with a total 12 layers of drift cells. The signal left in the drift cell due to the passage of a muon is called hit. As mentioned in Section 1.2.2, the bending of the muon trajectory in the \( r-\phi \) plane of CMS is measured by the two \( \phi \)-SL while the third, the \( \theta \)-SL, determines the perpendicular coordinate in the \( r-z \) plane. A honeycomb panel of \( \sim 128 \text{ mm} \) thickness placed between the \( \theta \)-SL and one \( \phi \)-SL gives rigidity and a bigger lever arm to the ensemble. The only exception of this scheme are the outermost MB4 chambers containing only two \( \phi \)-superlayers. Figure 2.1 (top) depicts the experimental setup of the MTCC in the muon barrel system. A cosmic muon detected in CMS during the MTCC is displayed in Figure 2.1 (bottom).

Around 25 million “good” events were recorded with at least DT triggers, of which 15
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Figure 2.1: (Top) Transverse, r-$\phi$, view of the muon barrel experimental setup of the MTCC. The slice used in the test, in lighter colour, is enclosed in an ellipse-shaped dashed line. (Bottom) A cosmic muon observed with the CMS detector during the MTCC. The green dots and straight lines indicate the hits in the muon system, the thin red lines showing the reconstructed muon track.
millions were at a stable magnetic field above 3.8 T. The data files were transferred from SX5 to a disk pool (CASTOR) at the CERN site (Tier-0) and processed quasi-online. Both raw and processed data were distributed to several Tier-1 centers (Fermilab and PIC, for example) using PhEDEx [47] and subsequently transferred to various Tier-2 centers (like CIEMAT). Skimming jobs were submitted to LCG (the LHC Computing Grid), using the standard CMS job submission tool [48], and the output was collected at Tier-3 centers where the final analysis was performed.

### 2.2 Data samples

One important milestone of the MTCC was to establish the proper functioning of the data acquisition system using different trigger configurations.

In the MTCC a subset of the final readout and trigger electronics [49] was operated for triggering and data taking. A first level trigger was provided by the DT system, the CSC system and the barrel RPCs. The trigger input was processed and distributed to CMS by the Local Trigger Control (LTC) which assigned a trigger bit for the sub-detector generating the trigger signal. This information was used to select events triggered by, for example, drift tube chambers. The trigger logic had to be modified with respect to LHC operation conditions to take into account that cosmic muons traverse the detector mainly from above. The angular acceptance per chamber was maximal in order to allow for muons arriving from all directions and not only from the interaction point. This yielded a large amount of data collected in quite different working conditions of the detector.

In order to guarantee the uniformity of the muon sample, only events triggered by the DTs are accepted for the analysis presented in this chapter. Furthermore, the analysis is performed with the information from the DT muon chambers alone hence, nearly vertical muons are selected. Data samples corresponding to five MTCC runs are used in this analysis, all taken under similar trigger conditions and at nominal or close-to-nominal values of the magnetic field. Run 2377 was taken during phase I, before the tracker modules were replaced by the instruments to map the magnetic field. The rest of runs correspond to phase II, either at an early stage (run 4045) or at the end of the data taking (runs 4406, 4407, 4409). At this last stage, the experience and improvements gained in operating the magnet and the muon system resulted in the better quality of the data compared to earlier runs. Table 2.1 details the MTCC runs used in the analysis, along with their magnetic field, trigger configuration, total number of triggered events and fraction of events triggered by the DTs relative to the total number of triggered events. All the runs used in the analysis have a common trigger configuration of stations MB2 and MB3, a condition that provides a uniform muon sample, trigger-wise, for all the runs. A run collected at \( B = 0 \) T (run 3809, from phase II) is used as a control sample to perform detailed checks of the detector performance, as will be shown in Section 2.3.

The CMS detector is built to detect and measure the properties of particles produced in a central vertex from LHC-delivered proton-proton collisions. The flight direction of cosmic-ray muons and the randomness of their arrival time make these particles behave quite differently, CMS wise, from those coming from the nominal interaction vertex, requiring special reconstruction software and calibration procedures, as well as special trigger configurations.

The events are reconstructed using the standard reconstruction software [50] of the CMS
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>B(T)</th>
<th>Trigger conditions</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>DT trigger rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2377</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>DT (MB2, MB3), CSC (first 160703 events); CSC, DT, RPC (from event 160704)</td>
<td>613 174</td>
<td>20 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4045</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>DT (MB1, MB2, MB3)</td>
<td>3 110 980</td>
<td>32 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4406</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>DT (MB2, MB3) or CSC</td>
<td>1 825 273</td>
<td>23 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4407</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>DT (MB2, MB3) or CSC</td>
<td>1 665 440</td>
<td>23 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4409</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>DT (MB2, MB3) or CSC</td>
<td>2 563 020</td>
<td>23 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3809</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>any two DT chambers coincidence</td>
<td>611 407</td>
<td>99 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Run numbers, magnetic field (values in Tesla), numbers of triggered events and fraction of events triggered by the DTs relative to the global trigger rate, for the MTCC runs used in the analysis. All runs are from MTCC phase II, except run 2377.

The numbers of events surviving these criteria are listed in table 2.2 (left), together with the relative efficiencies of the cuts (relative to the numbers of events triggered by the DTs), for the runs used in the analysis. The number of preselected events in the simulated sample is 4 090.
Distributions for preselected events corresponding to three runs and the simulation (MC) are displayed in Figure 2.2: transverse momentum of the muon tracks for low- and high-$p_T$ ranges, their azimuthal ($\phi$) and polar ($\theta$) angles, and their incidence angle with respect to the vertical direction – all measured at the innermost station, together with the number of reconstructed hits per track. Run 4406 is representative for 4407 and 4409, since the three runs were taken under identical conditions. The prominent peaks in Fig. 2.2 (lower right) at 24 hits, 32 hits, 36 hits and 44 hits correspond to tracks leaving signals in different chambers; MB1, MB2 and MB3 can contribute with 12 hits at most while MB4 only contains 8 layers, thus the combination of the different chambers explains the observed pattern. The distributions are normalized to one and only error bars are shown for the simulated events, due to the tiny size of the statistical errors for the data histograms, as compared to the simulated events. The global CMS coordinate system is used, in which the $z$ axis goes along the beam-line, that is, $\phi = -90^\circ$ and $\theta = 90^\circ$ for vertical muons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Relative efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2377</td>
<td>40,650</td>
<td>35 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4045</td>
<td>280,165</td>
<td>28 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4406</td>
<td>147,471</td>
<td>35 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4407</td>
<td>135,209</td>
<td>35 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4409</td>
<td>207,985</td>
<td>35 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>811,480</td>
<td>32 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Numbers of events and relative efficiencies of the cuts, per run and for all runs together, after preselection (left) and selection (right) criteria are applied. The definitions of the relative efficiencies are detailed in the text.

The agreement among data from the different runs is excellent, in particular for those with the same trigger conditions. A slight difference in the $\phi$ distribution is observed for run 4045, which is due to its different trigger configuration. Run 2377 serves as a good example of the difficulties found in the analysis of the MTCC data, especially during phase I: the trigger configuration changed with time, there were problems in wheel YB+2 and instabilities in the global DAQ. All this caused a lower efficiency and some distortions visible in the $\theta$ distribution of Figure 2.2.

Good agreement of the simulations with the data is also observed, after scaling the momentum of the simulated events by a factor of 1.25 to better describe the data. Some disagreement is visible at very low momentum, due to the cut $p > 7$ GeV/$c$ for simulated events, and in the distribution of the number of hits per track, as noise and dead cells are not included in the simulations.

### 2.3 Analysis and event selection

The analysis aims to select a sample of high quality muons, obtaining the momentum spectra for positive and negative muons, and calculating the charge ratio as a function of the moment-
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Figure 2.2: Normalized distributions of the $p_T$-momentum of the muon tracks (upper two), their azimuthal (central left), polar (central right) and incidence (lower left) angles, measured at the innermost station, and the number of reconstructed hits per track (lower right), for preselected events. The coloured lines correspond to data from different runs and dots with error bars to the simulated events (MC). This unusual choice is due to the tiny size of the statistical errors for the data histograms, as compared to the simulated events.
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tum, $R(p)$. Given the experimental setup, the mean value of the charge ratio and its uncertainty are expected to be dominated by the measurements at low momentum, below $p \sim 100 \text{ GeV}/c$.

In order to make the analysis mostly data driven, that is, to avoid its dependence on detailed simulation studies and corrections, some important considerations are taken into account. Muons leaving signals in either two (doublets), three (triplets) or four (quadruplets) DT stations, have different numbers of hits, yielding different momentum resolutions. The $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ populations must have similar momentum resolution, therefore the analysis is done in a way not to favour any particular charge and quality (at the same time), which is achieved by requiring good muons to be quadruplets in the muon system. This is particularly important at high momentum, $p \gtrsim 100 \text{ GeV}/c$, where momentum resolution worsens significantly.

Due to the magnetic field, unlike-sign charged particles bend in opposite directions in the r-\phi plane (transverse to the beam axis), populating different regions of the detector. This, together with the trigger configuration (MB2+MB3) and the geometry of the detector, introduces a bias in the relative detection efficiency of $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$. The trigger-induced asymmetry is visible, for example, in the distribution of hits in the detector, shown in Figure 2.3 (left) for run 3809. Since this run was collected at $B = 0 \text{ T}$, the observed effect is independent of the muon charge. In order to avoid such bias in the relative efficiency of $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$, the fiducial geometric acceptance of the detector is constrained to be left-right symmetric with respect to the axial (vertical) axis of the detector in the r-\phi plane. In addition, the detector efficiency within the fiducial volume must also be left-right symmetric in r-\phi (though not necessary flat). The graph in Figure 2.3 (right) helps understanding the influence of the geometric acceptance in the relative efficiency for $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ with the same momentum, entering the detector in symmetric points, and with the same angle, with respect to the vertical axis.

A high-quality sample of golden muons that avoids biasing the relative acceptance of positive and negative muons is selected as follows:

- All reconstructed muon tracks must have at least one hit per chamber (quadruplets). This ensures a precise measurement of momentum and angles.
- Only tracks going through a single wheel are considered: by discarding the small amount of wheel-crossing tracks, non-vertical muons are rejected and, more important, the relative alignment between wheels becomes irrelevant.
- The left-right symmetric fiducial geometry is imposed by requiring all the track hits to have a global $X$ coordinate inside the region $[-60, 60]$ cm (Figure 2.3 (right)). The MB2+MB3 trigger efficiency is uniform and very high in this region. Furthermore, the muons selected in this geometry are close to vertical, with an entry angle to the DTs that ensures a good measurement in all the stations. The incidence angle for the golden muons is lower than 40°.

The requirement of having hits in all the stations ensures a number of hits per muon track close to the maximum, as illustrated in Figure 2.4(upper left) for run 4406. The resolution\textsuperscript{1}

\textsuperscript{1}The resolution in the momentum measurement is obtained from the simulation and is given by:

$$\sigma_p = \frac{1/p_T(\text{reconstructed}) - 1/p_T(\text{generated})}{1/p_T(\text{generated})}$$
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Figure 2.3: (Left) Distribution of preselected hits in global XY coordinates for run 3809 in sector 10, collected at $B = 0$ T. The non-uniform cell occupancy, due to the trigger configuration, is evident before symmetrizing the fiducial volume. (Right) Definition of the left-right symmetric fiducial geometry (black solid polygonal line) in the muon system. The dashed lines depict two muon tracks with the same momentum crossing sector 10, the negative one satisfying the MB2+MB3 trigger condition and the positive one failing it. The solid curves represent two muons with the same $p$ in the fiducial geometry, both of them passing the golden muon selection criteria.
in the momentum measurement is better for this sample than for samples in which a smaller number of stations is required (Figure 2.4(upper right)). In addition, possible asymmetries caused by trigger or detection inefficiencies are avoided by imposing the chosen fiducial region, \([-60, 60]\) cm. This is depicted in Figures 2.4(lower left) and 2.4(lower right) for runs 4406 and 4045, respectively, where the number of reconstructed hits for MB2 and MB3 stations is shown as a function of \(X\) for the whole range in sector 10. Both distributions are uniform within the fiducial region (marked by the vertical lines), hence no bias related to geometric position, and therefore charge, is introduced. The slightly different shape observed in these distributions for run 4045 is due to the different DT trigger conditions, as compared to other runs, and illustrates that this effect is larger outside the fiducial region.

Another high-quality selection [1], performed by considering a wider left-right symmetric region in each chamber and including MB1+MB2+MB3 triplets in the sample, yields consistent results.

The distributions of hits for selected events of run 4406, collected at \(B = 4\) T, are displayed in Figure 2.5, separately for positive and negative muons in the fiducial volume of wheel YB+1. The two graphs are mirror images of each other (due to the different muon charges), reflecting the left-right symmetry of the fiducial geometry in the \(r\)-\(\phi\) plane.

The numbers of events and efficiency of the cuts per run, after the selection criteria above are applied, are listed in Table 2.2 (right). The number of selected events in the simulated sample is 540. The distributions of the transverse momentum of the muon tracks, their azimuthal, polar and incidence angles, and of the number of reconstructed hits per track, are shown in Figure 2.6 for the selected events from runs 2377, 4045 and 4406, and for the simulation. The selection of golden events improves the quality of the distributions, making the differences among runs very small. Simulation reasonably agrees with data, despite its relative lack of realism: detector noise, dead cells and cell inefficiencies are not in the simulation, and the trigger is modeled only approximately. The ratio of selected to preselected events is consistent among runs, both for \(\mu^+\) and \(\mu^-\).

**Quality control of the detector performance**

Non-uniformities of the detector –hot spots, dead or inefficient regions– would impact differently the detection efficiency of unlike-sign charged particles, introducing a bias in the measurement of the charge ratio. Both the uniformity of the detector and the left-right symmetry of its efficiency within the fiducial volume are verified at different levels of the selection procedure. This is done using our control data sample collected at \(B = 0\) T, run 3809, which is therefore not used in the analysis.

Almost vertical straight muons are further selected requiring tracks with an incidence angle below 20°. In addition, a lower cut on the track momentum is imposed at 15 GeV/c, in order to reject tracks significantly bent by multiple scattering in the magnet yoke. These selected muons uniformly illuminate the fiducial volume of the muon detector. The symmetric behaviour of the detector –in terms of cell occupancy– is assessed, in a layer-by-layer basis, using the distribution of hits as a function of the global \(X\) coordinate in two halves of the selected region, folding
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Figure 2.4: (Upper left) Number of cell hits contributing to doublets (2 St), triplets (3 St) and quadruplets (4 St) in the selected region for run 4406. For the golden muons (quadruplets), the number of hits per track is higher (centered at 44 hits). (Upper right) Resolution in momentum measurement for doublets, triplets and quadruplets in the selected region, obtained from the simulation. The distributions are normalized to 1. The resolution is better for quadruplets (narrower and with shorter tails) than for triplets and doublets. (Lower plots) Number of cell hits, as a function of the global $X$ coordinate, for MB2 and MB3 stations in the whole range in sector 10. Both distributions are uniform within the chosen fiducial region (marked by vertical lines). Results shown for runs 4406 (left) and 4045 (right).
Figure 2.5: Distribution of hits in global XY coordinates, for (left) negative and (right) positive muons of run 4406 ($B = 4$ T) in wheel YB+1, after selection cuts are applied.

2.4 Results

The measurement of the muon charge ratio, $R$, is computed as the ratio of the $p$ spectrum of positive muons to that of negative muons, as a function of the reconstructed muon momentum ($p$),

$$R(p) = \frac{N_{\mu^+}(p)}{N_{\mu^-}(p)}$$

The momentum spectrum rapidly decays for increasing $p$ values, hence the size of the $p$ bins is chosen so as to have a minimum number of events that allow proper calculation of that ratio. The bin edges, in GeV/$c$, are 0, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 100, 200 and 1000 (infinity, indeed). In the charge ratio graphs, the average momentum in each bin is taken as the $p$ value, rather than the center of the bin.

The measured muon charge ratio and its statistical uncertainty are displayed in Figure 2.8 for the individual runs analyzed and their combination (large red dots). The latter will be referred to as MTCC data hereafter. The charge ratio is mostly momentum independent, up to $p \approx 200$ GeV/$c$. The deviations observed among different runs are consistent with statistical
Figure 2.6: Normalized distributions of the $p_T$-momentum of the muon tracks (upper two), their azimuthal (central left), polar (central right) and incidence (lower left) angles, measured at the innermost station, and the number of reconstructed hits per track (lower right), for selected events. The coloured lines correspond to data from different runs and dots with error bars to the simulated events.
Figure 2.7: Distribution of hits as a function of the global X coordinate (histograms), in the $[-60, 60]$ cm range for four r-φ layers. Comparison of the left (dots) and right (squares) sides of the hit distribution in those layers as a function of the absolute value of $X$. The compatibility between both sides is given in terms of the $\chi^2/ndof$ of the distributions. The data of the distributions are from run 3809, taken at $B = 0$ T.
fluctuations, giving confidence on the result.

Figure 2.8: Measured muon charge ratio, as a function of the reconstructed muon momentum, for the individual runs and their combination (large red dots). The error bars indicate the statistical uncertainty.

**Charge confusion correction**

Due to the detector momentum resolution, the probability for the correct assignment of the muon charge is not 100%, making the measured charge ratio deviate from the true value. Assuming the muon charge misidentification probability (charge confusion), $C(p)$, is charge symmetric, the observed numbers of $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ ($N_{\mu^\pm}$) are functions of the true numbers of $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ ($N_{\mu^\pm}^{\text{true}}$),

\[
N_{\mu^\pm} = (1 - C) N_{\mu^\pm}^{\text{true}} + C N_{\mu^\mp}^{\text{true}}
\]
where the $p$ dependence is not made explicit for clarity. The true muon charge ratio, $R^\circ$, expressed in terms of the observed quantity, is

$$R^\circ = \frac{R - C(1 + R)}{1 - C(1 + R)}$$

It is important to realize that the charge ratio must be corrected for charge confusion. The unavoidable presence of charge confusion will always lead to a measured charge ratio closer to one than the actual charge ratio. When the charge confusion is maximal ($C_{\text{max}}(p) = 50\%$), all significance on the charge measurement is lost: the chance of measuring the correct charge sign is as large as the chance of measuring the opposite sign. The measured charge ratio will obviously approach 1. The level of charge confusion itself also naturally limits the maximum possible charge ratio that can be measured.

A linear parameterization of $C(p)$ is made, as a function of $p$, using simulated events that pass the selection cuts (Figure 2.9 (left)). The value of $C$ is less than 2% for low momentum tracks, below $p \approx 30$ GeV/c, and increases significantly (up to 25%) for high momentum muons, above $p \approx 200$ GeV/c. The effect of the charge confusion correction in the measurement of the charge ratio is displayed in Figure 2.9 (right).

Figure 2.9: (Left) Charge confusion calculated using simulated events. (Right) Effect of applying the correction due to charge confusion to the measured charge ratio, for the MTCC data. The error bars indicate the statistical errors in both cases.

### 2.4.1 Consistency checks

A number of checks have been performed in order to test the robustness of the analysis. In particular, the charge ratio $R$ is calculated, integrated over $p$, as a function of the polar and
incidence angles, as displayed in Figure 2.10 (left and right). No structure is found in any of the two distributions.

As an additional cross check, \( R \) is depicted in Fig. 2.10 (bottom) as a function of the momentum for run 3809, collected at \( B = 0 \) T. Since there is no magnetic field, the tracks – reconstructed as if \( B \) was 4T – are straight and there is no valuable information about the muon momentum and charge. In this case, the charge confusion is maximal in the whole range of momentum and therefore \( R \) is consistent with 1. This result supports the robustness of the analysis even in odd conditions.

2.4.2 Estimation of systematic uncertainties

Given the constraints imposed by the experimental setup – not being optimized to perform physics studies – a conservative approach in the estimation of systematic errors has been adopted. The main sources of systematic uncertainty affecting the measurement of the charge ratio are the selection cuts, mainly the choice of the geometrical fiducial region, the charge confusion and the alignment of the muon detector. Neither significant effect of the value of the magnetic field on the charge ratio nor variations of the charge ratio as a function of the incidence angles of the muons, have been observed. Therefore, no systematic errors are associated to either the magnetic field or the angular variables.

Fiducial region

The fiducial geometry used in the analysis is a rectangular box with horizontal dimension 120 cm, corresponding to the global \( X \) range \([-60, 60]\) cm. Arbitrarily varying the size of the box in this coordinate by 10%, where effects like lower trigger efficiency, physical end of the MB1 station or reduced statistics play a role, produces deviations of the charge ratio within 1%, independent of the muon momentum.

Charge confusion

While the charge confusion in the simulations is not expected to accurately reproduce that of data to a very high degree of accuracy, the large errors in the parameters of \( C(p) \), dominated by the small number of simulated events, exceed the expected accuracy. Hence, these errors are considered a systematic uncertainty in the determination of the charge ratio. The systematic uncertainty due to charge confusion correction is less than 1% for \( p \lesssim 100 \text{ GeV}/c \) and increases up to 7% at 1 TeV/c.

Alignment

The relative alignment of the muon chambers plays a crucial role in the analysis. Deviations from an ideally aligned detector yield systematic shifts in the measured muon momentum and, at high momentum, even swap the muon charge. Most important, these deviations are non-symmetric for \( \mu^+ \) and \( \mu^- \), having a potentially large impact in the measurement of the charge ratio, in particular for high momentum muons. The golden sample of muons used in this analysis
Figure 2.10: Charge ratio, integrated over \( p \), as a function of the polar (left) and incidence (right) angles for the MTCC data. (Bottom) Charge ratio, as a function of the muon momentum, for run 3809 taken at \( B = 0 \) T. The tracks are straight and there is no valuable information about muon momentum and charge, therefore \( R \approx 1 \) in the whole momentum range. The error bars indicate the statistical errors in all the plots.
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is composed by quadruplets, therefore it is particularly important the alignment of the two MB4 stations in each sector 10, since they are mechanically decoupled.

The alignment constants used to correct the hit positions prior to track reconstruction are extracted from survey data [53,54]. The impact of the alignment on the measurement is evident in Figure 2.11, where the charge ratio is displayed in two scenarios: aligned and not-aligned. Results are shown for the combination of all runs within each wheel and their average value (two upper plots) and for the individual runs in each wheel (two lower plots).

The charge ratio measurement averaged over the two wheels (whole sample), presents a flat shape for the aligned scenario with respect to the case in which misalignment is not corrected for. In both cases, aligned and not-aligned, there is a systematic difference in the charge ratio calculated in the two wheels separately for high momentum, \( p \gtrsim 100 \text{ GeV}/c \), which is consistent for all runs.

The systematic error due to misalignment is estimated by varying the alignment constants within their errors, and quantifying the variation induced in the charge ratio. These errors are smaller (around 4 to 8 times) than the correction itself, which reflects the importance of the alignment correction. \( R \) is obtained in two rather pessimistic scenarios in order to test the stability of the result: "+ - - +", which consists in displacing stations MB1 and MB4 "1\( \sigma \)" in global \( X \) coordinate to the left and stations MB2 and MB3 "1\( \sigma \)" to the right, and "- + + -", which is exactly the opposite displacement of the chambers. This is illustrated in Figure 2.12 as a function of the measured momentum (histograms). The reference values of \( R \) in each wheel are shown again for comparison. A complementary treatment of the misalignment uncertainties [1] based on a toy Monte Carlo study yields consistent results for the systematic uncertainty.

The systematic uncertainty is obtained by rescaling the difference of the reference value of \( R \) to the probed scenario by a factor of 2, which is the expected value for more realistic scenarios and consistent with the difference in the charge ratio measured in the two wheels separately.

The individual systematic uncertainties on the charge ratio measurement are summarized in Figure 2.13, as a function of the measured muon momentum, together with the statistical error. The most important contribution arises from the alignment correction, especially for \( p \gtrsim 100 \text{ GeV}/c \). The total systematic uncertainty is lower than 5% for muon momentum below 60 GeV/c and increases up to 30% for higher momentum.

2.4.3 Final result

The measurement of the true charge ratio, \( R^c \), using CMS data is depicted in figure 2.14 as function of the measured muon momentum, along with the statistical and systematic uncertainties, and the corresponding values are listed in Table 2.3. Given the experimental accuracy, the charge ratio is consistent with being independent of the muon momentum in the considered momentum range. Under this assumption, the mean value of the charge ratio, integrated over the muon momentum, is

\[
\langle R^c \rangle = 1.266 \pm 0.008 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 0.026 \text{ (syst.)}
\]

This value is obtained combining the charge ratio measurement at the various momentum bins, taking into account the statistical weights and considering the systematic uncertainties
Figure 2.11: Charge ratio, as a function of the measured muon momentum, without (upper left) and with (upper right) the alignment correction, in the two wheels (red squares and green triangles) and their average value (blue dots) for the MTCC data. The charge ratio as a function of the measured momentum in each wheel is also displayed for the individual runs, both in the not-aligned (lower left) and aligned (lower right) scenarios. The filled markers correspond to wheel YB+1 and the empty markers to YB+2. The error bars in all the plots denote the statistical error.
Figure 2.12: Charge ratio, as function of the measured muon momentum, obtained for two rather pessimistic alignment scenarios: “+ - - +”, which consists in displacing stations MB1 and MB4 “1σ” in global $X$ coordinate to the left and stations MB2 and MB3 “1σ” to the right (red histogram), and “- + + -”, which consists in displacing stations MB1 and MB4 “1σ” to the right and stations MB2 and MB3 “1σ” to the left (green histogram).

Figure 2.13: Summary of the individual contributions to the total systematic uncertainty, expressed as a function of the measured muon momentum. The statistical error is also shown for comparison.
are fully correlated bin by bin. The mean value and its uncertainties are dominated by the measurements at low momentum, below $p \simeq 100$ GeV/c, those at high $p$ being largely dominated by the systematic uncertainty (Figure 2.13). This result is consistent with the value obtained in [1], supporting the robustness of the analysis presented here.

In order to compare the CMS results with the measurements from other experiments, the charge ratio is expressed in terms of the muon momentum before entering CMS, referred to as the true muon momentum. For that, a mapping of the measured into the true muon momentum is performed using simulated events. The overall effect of this correction is an almost constant momentum increase of about 7 GeV/c, having a negligible impact in the charge ratio measurement.

The CMS result nicely compares to those from the most precise experiments [43, 44], as is shown in Figure 2.15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$(p)$</th>
<th>$(p^\circ)$</th>
<th>$N_{\mu^+}$</th>
<th>$N_{\mu^-}$</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$R^\circ$</th>
<th>$\Delta R^\circ_{\text{stat}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta R^\circ_{\text{syst}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta R^\circ_{\text{total}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td>8375</td>
<td>6669</td>
<td>1.256</td>
<td>1.259</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>17179</td>
<td>13781</td>
<td>1.247</td>
<td>1.252</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.29</td>
<td>18.64</td>
<td>9767</td>
<td>7744</td>
<td>1.261</td>
<td>1.268</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.98</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>12012</td>
<td>9462</td>
<td>1.270</td>
<td>1.281</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.16</td>
<td>39.58</td>
<td>6404</td>
<td>4663</td>
<td>1.295</td>
<td>1.318</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.14</td>
<td>64.95</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1568</td>
<td>1.224</td>
<td>1.253</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135.11</td>
<td>107.72</td>
<td>1043</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>1.199</td>
<td>1.249</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354.29</td>
<td>266.67</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>1.038</td>
<td>1.136</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Numbers of positive and negative muons selected ($N_{\mu^\pm}$), measurement of the charge ratio ($R$) and measurement of the true charge ratio ($R^\circ$), using CMS data, in various bins of the measured ($p$) and true ($p^\circ$) muon momentum, along with the statistical ($\Delta R^\circ_{\text{stat}}$) and systematic ($\Delta R^\circ_{\text{syst}}$) uncertainties. The total error ($\Delta R^\circ_{\text{total}}$) in each bin, calculated as the quadratic sum of the statistical and systematic error, is also shown.
Figure 2.14: Muon charge ratio, $R^\circ$, as a function of the measured muon momentum in CMS. The thick bars correspond to the statistical error and the thin bars are the systematic errors. The line represents the mean value of the charge ratio, integrated over the muon momentum.
Figure 2.15: Muon charge ratio measured by CMS (blue dots) with statistical (thick bars) and systematic errors (thin bars), together with results from other experiments (other colours).
2.5 Conclusions

We have measured the ratio of positive- to negative-charge cosmic muons, as a function of the muon momentum, using data collected by the CMS experiment at the Magnet Test and Cosmic Challenge (MTCC). The analysis has been performed in an environment, CMS and Grid wise, similar to that designed for the analysis of the data coming from proton-proton collisions at LHC, using standard CMS reconstruction software, data distribution and job submission tools. Thanks to this analysis, we have unraveled important issues concerning both the alignment constants of the muon detector and the reconstruction code of CMS. While physics studies were not among the goals of the MTCC, we have succeeded to obtain a result of good quality, also accounting for the most important systematic uncertainties that affect the measurement. The cosmic muon charge ratio is found to be independent of the muon momentum in the considered range, which is in good agreement with previous measurements within the experimental uncertainties. This is the first measurement of a physical quantity performed by the CMS experiment.
Chapter 3

Discovery potential of the Standard Model Higgs boson in the \( H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu \) decay channel

One of the fundamental goals of the CMS experiment is the discovery of the Higgs boson and the study of its properties, despite its very small production cross section at LHC, up to nine orders of magnitude smaller, compared to that of the background processes. The design of CMS allows for its detection and the measurement of its properties.

This chapter presents the CMS discovery potential as well as the search strategy for the Standard Model Higgs boson, using the \( H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu \) decay channel. The analysis, cut-based and independent of the Higgs boson mass, \( m_H \), exploits the relatively narrow shape of the invariant mass distribution of the four muons in the final state. Using the log-likelihood ratio statistical method, the expected significance of the Higgs boson signal is determined as a function of \( m_H \), for integrated luminosities of 10 fb\(^{-1}\) and 30 fb\(^{-1}\). Systematic uncertainties on the normalization of the signal and background expectations are taken into account in the analysis. These are mainly due to experimental effects and theoretical uncertainties. The search strategy for the Higgs boson is based on using confidence levels that characterize either the signal plus background or background likeliness of the data.

3.1 Production and decay of the Standard Model Higgs boson

3.1.1 Production mechanisms

The gauge couplings that govern the Higgs boson interactions are proportional to the masses of the particles it couples to, making the Higgs boson to be dominantly produced in association with massive particles (including loop-induced processes).

The most relevant processes contributing to the Higgs boson production at LHC (Figure 3.1) are: \( gg \rightarrow H \) (gluon fusion through heavy quark loop), \( qq \rightarrow VVq\bar{q} \rightarrow qqH \) (weak vector boson, W/Z, fusion), \( gg \rightarrow t\bar{t}H \) (t\(t\) associated production) and \( q\bar{q} \rightarrow V \rightarrow VH \) (weak vector boson associated production). The cross section of these processes are calculated using perturbative QCD
at Born approximation (tree level) and higher order corrections are included when available.

Figure 3.1: Feynman diagrams of the main Higgs boson production mechanisms at tree level in proton-proton collisions. From left to right and from top to bottom: gluon fusion, vector boson (W/Z) fusion; tt fusion; W/Z associated production.

The relative importance of these processes depends on the Higgs boson mass, as can be appreciated in Figure 3.2 (left) [35,55], where the corresponding cross-sections are shown as a function of $m_H$. Due to the large size of the top Yukawa couplings and the gluon densities, the gluon fusion, $pp \rightarrow gg \rightarrow H$, is the dominant process in the entire mass range, and only for very high $m_H$ values the weak boson fusion process contributes in a significant way. In the analysis presented in this thesis, the cross sections and branching ratios (decay partial widths) for the Higgs boson are calculated at Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) in QCD perturbation theory with the programs HDECAY and HIGLU [55]. For the background processes, the cross section calculations include NLO corrections when available. The Higgs boson production cross section calculated at NLO is about 50% to 100% larger than the cross section calculated at tree level, and Next-to-Next-to-Leading-Order (NNLO) corrections are of the order of 20%.

### 3.1.2 Decay channels

The Higgs boson decays to the heaviest particle pair allowed by energy-momentum conservation, its decay partial widths depending on $m_H$ (Figure 3.2, right [35, 55]). The discovery potential of the Higgs particle at LHC essentially depends on the number of events of a given decay mode and the abundance of Standard Model processes with a similar topology (background). For $m_H \leq 135$ GeV/$c^2$, the Higgs boson mainly decays into $b\bar{b}$ and $\tau^+\tau^-$ pairs with branching ratios of about 85% and 8% respectively. The QCD jet background is so high at LHC that will make almost impossible the discovery of the Higgs boson via these two decay modes. While the decays into $c\bar{c}$ and gluon pairs (the latter mediated by top and bottom quark loops) accumulate a branching ratio of about 10%, they do not play a relevant role at LHC, due to the huge QCD background level.

The most promising channel in this mass range is the decay into photon pairs, $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$, which
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is mediated by W boson, top and bottom quark loops. In spite of the very low branching ratio ($\sim 10^{-3}$), this decay mode has a very clean signature. The CMS ECAL has the excellent angular and energy resolutions required to detect this signal and to reject the large QCD background induced by the mesons $\pi^0 \rightarrow \gamma \gamma$ decays.

![Figure 3.2: (Left) Higgs boson production cross sections at the LHC for the various production mechanisms as a function of the Higgs boson mass. The full QCD-corrected results for the gluon fusion $gg \rightarrow H$, vector-boson fusion $qq \rightarrow VVqq \rightarrow qqH$, vector-boson bremsstrahlung $qq \rightarrow V \rightarrow VH$, and associated production $gg,qq \rightarrow t\bar{t}H$ are shown. (Right) Branching ratios (partial widths) of the dominant decay modes of the SM Higgs particle. (Bottom) Total decay width (in GeV/c$^2$) of the SM Higgs boson as a function of its mass.](image)

For Higgs boson masses above 135 GeV/c$^2$ the main decay modes are those into WW and ZZ. These decay modes dominate over the decay into $t\bar{t}$, whose branching ratio does not exceed $\sim 20\%$ for $m_H > 2m_W$. For $m_H < 2m_W,Z$ (below the kinematical threshold), one of the vector bosons is off-shell (the mass of the virtual W, Z boson is lower than $m_{W,Z}$). Both W and Z bosons decay mainly into quarks, giving rise to purely hadronic final states. These events are still difficult to detect over the large QCD background. The W and Z decays into leptons are cleaner and easier to isolate from other Standard Model processes.

The process $H \rightarrow WW^{(*)} \rightarrow t\bar{t}\ell\bar{\ell}$ is the main Higgs boson discovery decay channel in CMS for $m_H \sim 2m_W$ (150 GeV/c$^2 < m_H \leq 170$ GeV/c$^2$). Several dedicated studies have established
the CMS discovery potential of the Higgs boson using this channel [35,56].

The process $H \rightarrow ZZ \rightarrow 4\ell$ (where $\ell = e, \mu$) is a very important discovery channel, since it has a very clean signature with relatively small backgrounds for a large range of Higgs boson masses. The channels $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4e$ and $2e2\mu$ have been studied in detail elsewhere [35,57]. The process $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ is considered the golden discovery channel in CMS and has been the subject of my research work. It is described in detail in the rest of this chapter and in Chapter 4.

The total decay width of the Higgs boson, shown in Figure 3.2 (bottom) [35,55] as a function of $m_H$, is one of its intrinsic properties and its experimental determination is crucial to tell the Standard Model Higgs boson from other signals of new physics predicted by other models.

### 3.2 The golden channel: $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$

The process $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-\mu^+\mu^-$ has particular interest for the discovery of the Higgs boson as it provides clean events, with four high-$p_T$ isolated muons with a narrow invariant mass distribution, while it is affected by a reasonably low amount of non-resonant ZZ background. It is the most sensitive channel, together with the other four-lepton final states, within a wide range of Higgs-boson masses. The Higgs boson decay into Z boson pairs, subsequently decaying into four muons, still has a significant branching ratio in the mass range $130 \text{ GeV}/c^2 \leq m_H \leq 150 \text{ GeV}/c^2$, which enhances the importance of this channel for the discovery of a low mass Higgs boson.

In the following sections we outline a complete analysis strategy for discovering the Standard Model Higgs boson in the $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ channel. The explored range of Higgs boson masses is $115 \text{ GeV}/c^2 \leq m_H \leq 600 \text{ GeV}/c^2$.

Previous studies on the search for the Standard Model Higgs boson in this decay channel are described in [58,59]. Other analyses establishing the CMS discovery potential of the Higgs boson using the decay channels $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow e^+e^-e^+e^-$ and $e^+e^-\mu^+\mu^-$ are found in [57].

The signal process in this analysis is the production of a Higgs boson decaying into a pair of $Z$ bosons, which subsequently decay into two muon pairs. The small number of cases in which one muon pair comes from the decay of a $\tau$ pair is also considered in the analysis. Other Higgs boson decays with four muons in the final state originating, for instance, from $Z_qq \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^- + X$, are not considered, as the efficiency of the selection cuts for those events is close to zero.

The main background processes that also yield four muons in the final state are $pp \rightarrow t\bar{t}$, with $t \rightarrow Wb \rightarrow \mu\nu b$, $pp \rightarrow (Z^{(*)}/\gamma^*)bb$ and $pp \rightarrow (Z^{(*)}/\gamma^*)(Z^{(*)}/\gamma^*)$, with $Z^{(*)}/\gamma^* \rightarrow 2\mu$ and the b-quark decaying semi-leptonically. These three backgrounds will be hereafter referred to as $t\bar{t}$, $Zb\bar{b}$, and $ZZ$, respectively. Other background candidates with significantly lower cross sections times branching ratio ($bbbb$, $bb\bar{c}c$, $cc\bar{c}c$, single-top, Zc$\bar{c}$, Wb$\bar{b}$, Wc$\bar{c}$, fake and $\pi/K$ decay muons in QCD), as well as the interference between the main backgrounds and the Higgs boson signal, are negligible and therefore not considered in this analysis.

### 3.3 Simulated data samples

Both signal and background event samples are generated at the LO approximation, and NLO production cross-sections, computed using different methods, are used for their normalization.
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Only events with two pairs of opposite-charged muons with pseudorapidity $|\eta| < 2.4$ and $p_T > 3$ GeV/c are considered in the generation, since muons outside these limits are not reconstructed by CMS. Events where the invariant mass of the muon pairs coming from Z bosons is smaller than 5 GeV/$c^2$ are rejected.

The $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ sample is generated with the PYTHIA [60] program, interfaced with CMKIN [61], considering Higgs production through gluon and weak boson fusion processes at LO, and forcing the decay of the Higgs into a pair of Z bosons. Only leptonic decay modes of the Z bosons are included in the simulation. QED radiation from the final state muons is modelled with PHOTOS [62]. The mass of the generated Z bosons is restricted to be in the range from 5 GeV/$c^2$ to 150 GeV/$c^2$. A set of 18 signal samples are generated for different Higgs boson masses, ranging from 115 GeV/$c^2$ to 600 GeV/$c^2$.

The generated signal samples are normalized to the value of the total cross section at NLO [55], which includes all production mechanisms, multiplied by the branching ratios $BR(H \rightarrow ZZ)$ [55] and $BR(Z \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-)^2$ [63]. Figure 3.3 shows the cross section times the branching ratio of the process $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ as a function of the Higgs boson mass.

![Figure 3.3: Total NLO cross-section times branching ratio for the process $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ as a function of the Higgs boson mass. The dots indicate the mass points at which the calculation has been preformed.](image)

A correction factor is applied to the cross section to take into account the presence of two pairs of identical particles in the final state [64]. This correction factor has been calculated with CompHEP [65] and amounts to $1.130 \pm 0.006$ for $m_H = 115$ GeV/$c^2$ smoothly decreasing to one...
for $m_H \sim 2m_Z$.

The $t\bar{t}$ sample has been generated using PYTHIA including the LO processes $gg \rightarrow t\bar{t}$ and $q\bar{q} \rightarrow t\bar{t}$. Only the top decays $t \rightarrow Wb \rightarrow \ell\nu b$ are considered. The corresponding total NLO cross-section is $\sigma(pp \rightarrow t\bar{t}) \cdot BR(W \rightarrow \ell\nu)^2$, where $\sigma(pp \rightarrow t\bar{t}) = 840$ pb is taken from [66] and the branching ratio $BR(W \rightarrow \ell\nu) = 0.320$ [63].

The $Zbb$ background originates either from gluons or quarks in the initial state. This sample has been generated with CompHEP, including the matrix element generator for both initial states decaying into $\mu^+\mu^-bb$. No restrictions have been applied on the decay modes of the $b$ and the $b$ quarks. CompHEP has been interfaced with PYTHIA for showering and hadronization. The NLO cross section, 278.4 pb, is obtained scaling the LO value provided by CompHEP with a $K$-factor, $K_{NLO} = 2.4 \pm 0.3$, calculated with MCFM [67].

The $ZZ$ background also originates either from gluons or quarks in the initial state. However, neither PYTHIA nor CompHep includes the process $gg \rightarrow (Z^{(*)}/\gamma^*)(Z^{(*)}/\gamma^*)$, therefore only the $q\bar{q}$ contribution is generated. Moreover, recent studies [68] have shown that the s-channel contribution to this process cannot be neglected as it may add up to 10% for low four-muon masses. Hence, the generation at LO is done using CompHEP as it includes both, t- and s-channel diagrams. The LO cross section of the process with both $Z$ bosons decaying directly into muons is 113 fb. The processes in which one $Z$ boson decays into a $\tau$-lepton pair, subsequently decaying into a muon pair, are also considered in the analysis. This channel has a LO cross section of 4.7 fb.

The scaling to the NLO cross section for the $ZZ$ background is done by means of a $K$ factor, $K_{NLO}(m_{4\mu})$, that depends on the invariant mass of the four-muon system [69]. It is evaluated for the t-channel contribution with MCFM and MadGraph [70]. The mean value of $K_{NLO}(m_{4\mu})$, averaged over the four-muon mass range from 30 GeV/$c^2$ to 700 GeV/$c^2$, is 1.35. The same factor is used for the s-channel. The maximum relative error due to considering a unique $K$ factor for both s- and t-channels amounts to 1.4%.

The gluon fusion contribution to the $ZZ$ cross section is on average 20% of the LO quark-antiquark annihilation term [64], depending on the four-muon mass, with variations around ±8% within the four-muon mass range 100 GeV/$c^2$ to 240 GeV/$c^2$. More recent calculations performed with TopREX [71] confirm this number, with the caveat that TopREX does not include $\gamma^*$ contributions and the $Z$ boson is restricted to be on-shell. The NLO ZZ cross section is rescaled to account for this contribution.

Events with four muons in the final state are fully simulated and reconstructed using the latest available at the moment official CMS simulation, OSCAR [72], and reconstruction, ORCA [73], software. Pile-up events corresponding to an instantaneous luminosity of $2 \times 10^{33}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ are included in the simulations.

### 3.4 Event Selection

The $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ signal presents a characteristic topology, which consists of two pairs of opposite-charged muons in the final state. The muons are isolated, have a high transverse momentum, and point to the same primary vertex. The dimuon invariant mass is compatible with the $Z$-boson mass, depending on the restrictions in the phase space introduced by the Higgs
boson mass itself. The four-muon invariant mass accounts for the Higgs boson mass, within the detector resolution.

In $Zb\bar{b}$ and $t\bar{t}$ background events, two of the muons come from secondary vertices and are contained inside b-jets, with relatively low transverse momenta. These muons are clearly distinguishable from those originating in a Higgs particle decay. These backgrounds can be efficiently suppressed by applying high $p_T$ and isolation cuts. In addition, the constraint of a dimuon pair to be compatible with the $Z$ boson mass further reduces the $t\bar{t}$ background.

The topology of the ZZ background is quite similar to that of the signal, therefore it is not reduced by high $p_T$ and isolation cuts. The four-muon mass distribution of these events is, however, non-resonant, unlike that of the Higgs boson signal.

This analysis uses a unique set of requirements, independent of the Higgs boson mass, which efficiently disentangles signal and background and is robust against slight variations in the cuts. An analysis based on cuts optimized for different four-muon mass values shows that the signal sensitivity does not improve significantly and has the disadvantage of being strongly dependent on the detailed and accurate simulation of the detector response [74].

CMS has been designed and optimized to detect and reconstruct muons. These particles provide a very clean signature and thus a very high trigger efficiency, with an average over 98% for the Level-1 Global Muon Trigger [75]. The inclusive muon triggers based on the selection of a single muon with $p_T > 19 \text{ GeV}/c$ or dimuons with $p_T > 7 \text{ GeV}/c$ assures an efficiency of practically 100% for collecting events with four high-$p_T$ muons.

The selection of the $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ candidates requires at least four reconstructed muons within the acceptance of the detector, $p_T > 3 \text{ GeV}/c$, and $|\eta| < 2.5$. In order to minimize muon reconstruction systematic uncertainties, muons in the barrel detector ($|\eta| < 1.1$) are required to have a transverse momentum $p_T > 7 \text{ GeV}/c$, while those in the end-cap detector ($|\eta| > 1.1$) must have $p > 13 \text{ GeV}/c$ [76].

The mass of all possible combinations of unlike-charge reconstructed muon pairs is required to be larger than 12 $\text{ GeV}/c^2$. This cut eliminates the low mass dimuon resonances, which are not included in the Monte Carlo simulation, and reduces substantially the s-channel contribution from ZZ background [68].

The efficiency of the cuts is shown in Figure 3.4 for the simulated Higgs boson masses and for the background. This efficiency is calculated as the ratio of the number of events surviving each cut to the total number of generated events before the acceptance cuts at generator level are applied. The numbers of signal and background events expected for an integrated luminosity of 30 $\text{ fb}^{-1}$ are listed in Table 3.1 after each selection cut.

The $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)}$ decay produces at least one on-shell $Z$ boson. From all the muons in the event, the two unlike-sign muons for which the invariant mass is closest to the $Z$ boson mass, 91.2 $\text{ GeV}/c^2$, and the two remaining unlike-sign muons with highest $p_T$ are associated to the Higgs boson. The invariant mass of the former muon pair is shown in Figure 3.5 for two Higgs mass hypotheses, 150 $\text{ GeV}/c^2$ and 300 $\text{ GeV}/c^2$, and for the background after the quality cuts described above. A loose requirement on this variable, $70 \text{ GeV}/c^2 < m_{\mu^+\mu^-} < 100 \text{ GeV}/c^2$, has an efficiency for the signal higher than 90% while it eliminates around 50% of the $t\bar{t}$ contamination (Figure 3.4). The loss in the signal is due to the fact that radiated photons are not taken into account in the reconstruction of the $Z$-boson invariant mass. The percentage of charge mis-assignment is below 0.1% for muons with $p_T$ lower than 500 $\text{ GeV}/c$ [77].
Figure 3.4: (Left) $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ efficiency versus $m_H$ for different cuts applied to the event samples: generator acceptance cuts $p_T^{\text{gen}} > 3 \text{ GeV/c}$ and $|p_T^{\text{gen}}| < 2.5$ (red, circles), four muon reconstruction (blue, squares), $p_T > 7 \text{ GeV/c}$ and $p > 13 \text{ GeV/c}$ cuts (pink, triangles), $m_{\mu^+\mu^-} > 12 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ cut (black, inverse-triangles), on-shell Z boson mass cut (red, open circles), $p_T$ cuts (blue, open squares), and muon isolation cuts (pink, open triangles). (Right) Efficiency, for the same cuts, for the background processes $t\bar{t}$, $Zbb$, and $ZZ$. 

Discovery potential of the Standard Model Higgs boson in the $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ decay channel
Figure 3.5: Distribution of the dimuon invariant mass, $m_{Z}$. The hatched histograms represent the Higgs boson signals of masses 150 GeV/$c^2$ and 300 GeV/$c^2$, while the solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines indicate the contribution from the $t\bar{t}$, ZZ, and Zbb backgrounds, respectively. The arrows indicate the position of the cuts.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>generator</th>
<th>$4\mu$ rec.</th>
<th>$p_T$ and $m_{\mu^+\mu^-}$</th>
<th>$m_Z$</th>
<th>lowest $p_T$</th>
<th>isolation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 115$</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 120$</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 130$</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 140$</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 150$</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 160$</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 170$</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 180$</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 190$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>73.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 200$</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>82.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 250$</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>68.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 300$</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>57.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 350$</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 400$</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>50.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 450$</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 500$</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 550$</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_H = 600$</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Numbers of signal and background events expected for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb$^{-1}$ after each selection cut. For the signal, the Higgs boson mass is indicated in GeV/$c^2$ in the first column.

In the Zbb and t$t$ background, the two muons coming from b decays have a softer $p_T$ spectrum than those of the signal and are not isolated. The other two muons, coming from the decay of a Z boson, are harder and isolated, like the four muons of the signal and the ZZ background.

Figure 3.6 shows the $p_T$ spectrum of the two muons of lowest $p_T$ for two Higgs boson signals, 150 GeV/$c^2$ and 300 GeV/$c^2$, and for the background. Cuts of 12 GeV/$c$ and 8 GeV/$c$ are set on the $p_T$ of the two lowest-$p_T$ muons. The $p_T$ of the two highest-$p_T$ muons must be larger than 15 GeV/$c$. The latter cut has little effect on either the signal or the background, but is considered useful for eliminating unexpected background in real data. The efficiency of the $p_T$ cuts in the signal is close to 90% while it suppresses around 50% of the remaining Zbb events, 40% of the t$t$ events and about 10% of the ZZ background (Figure 3.4).

Isolation is defined as the amount of transverse energy in the calorimeter (calorimeter isolation), or the sum of the transverse momentum of the tracks reconstructed in the tracker (tracker isolation), inside a cone in $\eta$-$\phi$ space with a radius $R \equiv \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2}$ defined with respect to the muon flight direction. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the distribution of these isolation vari-
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![Figure 3.6: Distribution of the transverse momentum of the (left) lowest and (right) 2\textsuperscript{nd} lowest \( p_T \) muon. The hatched histograms represent the Higgs boson signals of masses 150 GeV/c\(^2\) and 300 GeV/c\(^2\), while the solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines indicate the contribution from the \( \text{t}\bar{t}, \text{ZZ}, \text{Zbb} \) backgrounds, respectively. The arrows indicate the position of the cuts.](image)

ables for the two least isolated muons. Different cone radii and several energy and transverse momentum thresholds have been studied. Those yielding the maximum signal significance are, for calorimeter isolation, a cone radius of 0.24 rad and energy thresholds of 5 GeV and 9 GeV, while for tracker isolation a cone radius of 0.20 rad and \( p_T \) thresholds of 2.5 GeV/c and 4 GeV/c. Although a requirement on the isolation of the two most isolated muons does not increase the signal significance, following the same argument as in the case of the \( p_T \) cuts, a cut on 3.5 GeV/c and 5 GeV for the calorimeter isolation and 2 GeV/c and 2.5 GeV/c for the tracker isolation is set for the two most isolated muons.

The background rejection factors of the whole selection procedure are 99.9% for Zbb and \( \text{t}\bar{t} \), and 90% for ZZ (Figure 3.4). While the dominant remaining background comes from ZZ events, the Zbb contribution is still visible for four-muon masses below 180 GeV/c\(^2\). The \( \text{t}\bar{t} \) background is reduced to negligible levels. The four-muon mass distribution of signal and background events that survive the selection cuts is displayed in Figure 3.9 for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb\(^{-1}\).

Some other possible discriminating variables have been studied. Among them it is worth mentioning the \( \chi^2 \) of the fit to a common vertex of all four muons in the event, the impact parameters of the muons, angular distributions of the muons, etc. Unfortunately, additional requirements on these variables do not increase the signal sensitivity. The investigated secondary vertex cuts have a smaller background rejection than the isolation cuts and would introduce additional detector systematic uncertainties.
Figure 3.7: Calorimeter muon isolation, calculated as $\sum E_T$ inside a cone of 0.24 rad around the muon, for the (left) least and (right) 2nd least isolated muon in the event. The hatched histograms represent the Higgs boson signals of masses 150 GeV/c$^2$ and 300 GeV/c$^2$, while the solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines indicate the contribution from the $t\bar{t}$, ZZ, and Zbb backgrounds, respectively. The arrows indicate the position of the cuts.
Figure 3.8: Tracker muon isolation, calculated as $\sum p_T$ inside a cone of 0.20 rad around the muon, for the (left) least and (right) 2\textsuperscript{nd} least isolated muon in the event. The hatched histograms represent the Higgs boson signals of masses 150 GeV/c\textsuperscript{2} and 300 GeV/c\textsuperscript{2}, while the solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines indicate the contribution from the $t\bar{t}$, ZZ, and Zbb backgrounds, respectively. The arrows indicate the position of the cuts.
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Figure 3.9: Reconstructed four-muon invariant mass distribution, for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb$^{-1}$, for background (shaded histograms) and several Higgs signals (hatched), after selection criteria have been applied. The $t\bar{t}$ contribution, hardly visible, is around 0.25 events per bin in the mass range 100 GeV/$c^2$ to 250 GeV/$c^2$. 
In order to estimate the statistical significance of the signal, the log-likelihood ratio statistical method \([18,78]\) is used. The distribution to discriminate signal and background is the four-muon invariant mass (Figure 3.9). This distribution, for each Higgs boson mass hypothesis and for the background, is used to calculate the likelihood ratio, \(Q\), as a function of \(m_H\). The function \(Q\) is the ratio of the probability of observing the data in the presence of both the expected signal and the expected background, \(signal\ plus\ background\) hypothesis, to the probability of observing the data in the presence of only the expected background, \(background\-only\) hypothesis. The log-likelihood ratio, used to evaluate the compatibility of the data with either hypothesis, is defined as

\[
-2 \ln Q \equiv 2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ s_i - n_i \ln \left( 1 + \frac{s_i}{b_i} \right) \right]
\]

where the sum runs over the \(N\) bins of the final discriminant distribution. The numbers of expected signal, expected background, and observed events in the \(i^{th}\) bin are denoted by \(s_i\), \(b_i\), and \(n_i\), respectively. The \(-2 \ln Q\) estimator is sensitive to both the normalization and the shape of the discriminant. Each event in the sum has a weight \(\ln (1 + s/b)\) which depends on the signal-to-background ratio, \(s/b\), in the bin where it is found, which in turn depends on the \(m_H\) hypothesis.

In this method, each bin of the discriminant distribution is treated as a single Poisson counting experiment. Figure 3.10 shows the normalized \(-2 \ln Q\) distributions resulting from large numbers of pseudo-experiments according to either the signal plus background or the background-only four-muon mass spectra for Higgs boson signals of 140 GeV/c² and 250 GeV/c² masses. The numbers of events of the pseudo-experiments are those expected for integrated luminosities of 10 fb⁻¹ and 30 fb⁻¹. The difference in the overlap of the shapes for the two hypotheses, background only and signal plus background, evidences the higher sensitivity at larger integrated luminosities, as well as for \(m_H = 250\) GeV/c² as compared to \(m_H = 140\) GeV/c². The outcome of a real experiment would appear in those graphs as a vertical line corresponding to the single \(-2 \ln Q\) value for that particular observation, eventually compatible with one of the two hypotheses.

The discovery potential of the analysis is quantified in terms of the statistical significance, \(S_L\), of the Higgs boson signal in the presence of background. In the log-likelihood method, the significance estimator is obtained from the mean value of the \(\ln Q\) distribution for the signal plus background hypothesis for a given \(m_H\) (Figure 3.10):

\[
S_L = \sqrt{\langle -2 \ln Q \rangle}
\]

The significance estimator squared is proportional to the total number of signal events, \(\sum_{i=1}^{N} s_i\), and hence to the integrated luminosity. Figure 3.11 (left) displays the statistical significance of the Higgs boson search analysis, as a function of \(m_H\), for integrated luminosities of 10 fb⁻¹ and 30 fb⁻¹. The deep observed around 2\(m_W\) is due to the smaller number of signal events caused by the suppression of the \(H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)}\) decay at the opening of the \(H \rightarrow W^+W^-\) resonant channel, as visible from Figure 3.3. The drop in the statistical significance below 140 GeV/c² is caused by the suppression of the Higgs boson decay into boson pairs. This graph supports the potential...
Figure 3.10: Probability density functions of $-2 \ln Q$ for the background (solid) and signal plus background (dashed line) hypotheses for Higgs boson signals of $m_H = 140 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ (left) and $250 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ (right), for integrated luminosities of $10 \text{ fb}^{-1}$ (top) and $30 \text{ fb}^{-1}$ (bottom).
of the $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ channel for discovering the Higgs boson in a wide range of masses for a relatively low integrated luminosity, about 10 fb$^{-1}$.

![Figure 3.11: (Left) Statistical significance of the signal, $S_L$, as a function of the Higgs boson mass for integrated luminosities of 10 fb$^{-1}$ and 30 fb$^{-1}$. The effect of the systematic uncertainties is shown as the shaded area. (Right) Integrated luminosity required to achieve a statistical significance of three (green) and five (red) standard deviations, as a function of the Higgs mass. The integrated luminosity required for excluding a Higgs boson signal at the 95% C.L. in a background-only experiment is also displayed (dashed). The light shaded area represents the statistical 1σ band on the significance (left) and on the integrated luminosity required for $S_L = 5$ (right).]

Systematic uncertainties on the normalization of the signal and background expectations arise mainly from detector effects and from the uncertainty of the theoretical predictions of the signal and background cross sections. The uncertainties on the PDF (parton density function) and the QCD scale at NLO [79] have a slight dependence on the four-muon mass, varying from 1% to 6% in the mass range from 115 GeV/c$^2$ to 600 GeV/c$^2$. The uncertainty on the luminosity measurement is expected to be 5% for the first 10 fb$^{-1}$ and 3% for 30 fb$^{-1}$. Muon reconstruction and isolation efficiencies are expected to be known within 2%, estimated from data [76]. The systematic uncertainty on the muon trigger efficiency and on the muon $p_T$ resolution and scale are found to be negligible. The combined systematic uncertainty varies from 4% to 9%, for masses in the range from 115 GeV/c$^2$ to 600 GeV/c$^2$. The effect of including these systematic uncertainties in the calculation of $S_L$, also shown in Figure 3.11 (left), is well below the statistical uncertainty, $\Delta S_L \simeq 1$ to 1.6.

In a real experiment, a signal-like excess of observed events is considered to be at the discovery level when the probability for a fluctuation of the background to produce such an excess is less
than $2.85 \times 10^{-7}$, which corresponds to a deviation of over $5\sigma$ on the positive tail of a Gaussian distribution. The relation between the number of standard deviations and the significance estimator can only be established if the Gaussian-like behavior is guaranteed, which does not happen in the low statistics limit.

Figure 3.11 (right) depicts the integrated luminosity required to reach a statistical significance of the signal of $3\sigma$ and $5\sigma$, as a function of $m_{H}$. The signal significance is very close to $5\sigma$, for an integrated luminosity of $10 \text{ fb}^{-1}$, for masses around $140 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ and between $180 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ and $400 \text{ GeV}/c^2$. The expected integrated luminosity required to exclude the signal at the 95% confidence level in a background-only experiment is also shown as a function of $m_{H}$.

**Search Strategy**

In order to quantify the degree of compatibility of the observed data with any of the two hypotheses, confidence levels are defined using the $-2 \ln Q$ probability density functions, $p.d.f.$, for both the background-only and the signal plus background hypotheses. These confidence levels are used as statistical estimators.

The integral of the background $-2 \ln Q$ probability density function for values larger than the observed one gives the so-called confidence level of the background, $\text{CL}_b$. The presence of a signal can be inferred from the behavior of $1 - \text{CL}_b$ for the background-only hypothesis, which is the probability of observing in a sample of simulated background-only experiments a more signal-like value of $-2 \ln Q$. If the background-only hypothesis is correct, $1 - \text{CL}_b$ is uniformly distributed between zero and one, thus its median expected value is 0.5. The observation of the value $1 - \text{CL}_b = 1.35 \times 10^{-3}$ ($2.85 \times 10^{-7}$) indicates a $3\sigma$ ($5\sigma$) excess in the data with respect to the background expectation. Similarly, the integral of the signal plus background $-2 \ln Q$ distribution for values larger than the observed one gives the confidence level of the signal plus background, $\text{CL}_{s+b}$.

For convenience, the confidence level of the signal is defined as $\text{CL}_s \equiv \text{CL}_{s+b}/\text{CL}_b$ [78]. While $\text{CL}_b$ quantifies the lack of compatibility of an excess of observed events with the background-only hypothesis, $\text{CL}_s$ gives information about how compatible it is with an actual signal. In a background-only scenario, a signal hypothesis is excluded at the $\alpha$ confidence level when $1 - \text{CL}_s \geq \alpha$. The effect of systematic errors in the confidence levels is expected to be small [78].

Distributions of $1 - \text{CL}_b$ and $1 - \text{CL}_s$, expected for a Higgs boson signal of $250 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ mass, are displayed in Figure 3.12, as a function of the Higgs boson mass hypothesis, for an integrated luminosity of $10 \text{ fb}^{-1}$. The $1\sigma$ and $2\sigma$ bands on $1 - \text{CL}_b$ and $1 - \text{CL}_s$ stem from the Poisson statistical fluctuations of the number of signal and background events in each bin of the discriminant distribution.

As an example, four-muon mass distributions for randomly selected pseudo-experiments, with the statistics expected for integrated luminosities of $5 \text{ fb}^{-1}$ and $15 \text{ fb}^{-1}$, are shown in Figure 3.13, assuming a Higgs boson signal of $150 \text{ GeV}/c^2$. The corresponding $1 - \text{CL}_b$ distributions are also displayed.

While the Higgs boson signal has a low significance over the background expectation for $5 \text{ fb}^{-1}$, it is clearly visible after accumulating $10 \text{ fb}^{-1}$ more, reaching a significance slightly above $3\sigma$. Statistical fluctuations of the background are also visible in signal-free regions. The distribution of the event weight, $\log_{10}(s/b)$, is plotted in Figure 3.14 for the expected signals,
Figure 3.12: Distributions of $1 - \text{CL}_b$ (left) and $1 - \text{CL}_s$ (right), expected for a Higgs boson signal of 250 GeV/$c^2$ mass, as a function of the Higgs boson mass hypothesis, for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb$^{-1}$. The $1\sigma$ and $2\sigma$ bands on $1 - \text{CL}_b$ and $1 - \text{CL}_s$, originating from the Poisson statistical fluctuations of the number of background events in each bin of the discriminant distribution, are also drawn.
Figure 3.13: (Top) Four-muon mass distributions for randomly selected pseudo-experiments, labeled data, with the statistics expected for integrated luminosities of 5 fb$^{-1}$ (left) and 15 fb$^{-1}$ (right), assuming a Higgs boson signal of 150 GeV/c$^2$. (Bottom) The corresponding 1 − CL$_b$ distributions are also displayed, as a function of the Higgs boson mass hypothesis, for the expected background and for the observed events, together with the 1σ band around the observed value.
3.6 Conclusions

The $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ process has been shown to be a very clean channel for the discovery of the Standard Model Higgs boson in a wide range of masses. Higgs boson signal samples are selected with relatively high efficiency and purity using a mass-independent cut-based analysis. The signal significance, determined from the four-muon mass distribution of the signal events using the log-likelihood statistical method, is found to be close to $5\sigma$, for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb$^{-1}$, for masses around 140 GeV$/c^2$ and between 180 GeV$/c^2$ and 400 GeV$/c^2$. The strategy for the Higgs boson search with data is outlined, based on the use of the confidence levels $CL_b$ and $CL_s$ and on the detailed knowledge of the $s/b$ distribution of the expected background and signal events and the observed candidates.
Discovery potential of the Standard Model Higgs boson in the $H \to ZZ^{(*)} \to 4\mu$ decay channel

Figure 3.14: Distribution of $\log_{10}(s/b)$ for the randomly selected pseudo-experiment of Figure 3.13 (right), which correspond to an integrated luminosity of 15 fb$^{-1}$, for various Higgs boson mass hypotheses: (upper-left) $m_H = 140$ GeV/c$^2$, (upper-right) 146 GeV/c$^2$, (lower-left) 150 GeV/c$^2$ and (lower-right) 154 GeV/c$^2$. The histograms denote the expected signals (shaded) and background (open) distributions, while the dots with error bars represent the data.
Chapter 4

Determination of the Standard Model Higgs boson mass, cross section, and width

Assuming that a Standard Model Higgs boson is observed, the discovery will be followed by the measurement of its properties, such as the mass, cross section, and width. The knowledge of these parameters will provide a deeper understanding of the electroweak symmetry-breaking mechanism. The $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ decay channel possesses a high discovery potential for a wide range of masses. In addition, it provides the best sensitivity for a precise mass reconstruction. Previous studies on the reconstruction of the Higgs-boson mass and width can be found elsewhere [80].

In this chapter we present a measurement procedure of the Higgs-boson mass, inclusive production cross section, and width using the $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ decay channel at the CMS experiment, for Higgs-boson masses between 130 GeV/$c^2$ and 600 GeV/$c^2$ and for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb$^{-1}$. The reconstructed four-muon mass spectrum, $m_{4\mu}$, of fully simulated signal and background events described in Section 3.3 is used for this purpose. The measurement of the mass, width, and the production cross section is done by fitting the $m_{4\mu}$ distribution with a suitable function that describes both the signal and the background contributions. This function takes into account the experimental resolution and the radiative tail due to internal bremsstrahlung in the final state, and depends on the parameters under study.

4.1 Fitting procedure

The capabilities of the CMS detector to measure the mass, cross section, and width of the Standard Model Higgs boson are determined for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb$^{-1}$. A function that depends on these parameters is fitted to the reconstructed invariant mass distribution of the four muons including the signal and background contributions after all the selection cuts described in Section 3.4 have been applied. The value of the parameters, together with their errors, are obtained directly from the fit. A binned maximum likelihood fit to the reconstructed four-muon invariant mass is used to
measure the parameters of the Higgs-boson mass spectrum. The “observed” distribution, \( f_{sb} \), is expressed in terms of the signal, \( p_s \), and background, \( p_b \), probability density functions (p.d.f.) as

\[
f_{sb}(m_{4\mu}; m_{fit}, \Gamma, \alpha, N_{sb}) = N_{sb} [\alpha \cdot p_s(m_{4\mu}; m_{fit}, \Gamma) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot p_b(m_{4\mu})]
\]

where \( N_{sb} = N_s + N_b \) is the normalization constant, \( m_{fit} \) the position of the mass peak, \( \Gamma \) the intrinsic width of the Higgs boson and \( \alpha \) the fraction of signal events:

\[
\alpha = \frac{N_s}{N_s + N_b}; \quad 1 - \alpha = \frac{N_b}{N_s + N_b}
\]

For convenience, the function \( f_{sb} \) can also be written as

\[
f_{sb} = N_s \cdot p_s + N_b \cdot p_b
\]

where \( N_s = N_{sb} \cdot \alpha \) is the number of signal events and \( N_b = N_{sb} \cdot (1 - \alpha) \) the number of background events.

A precise description of the reconstructed four-muon mass spectra must take into account both the experimental resolution and the radiative tail due to internal bremsstrahlung. The signal p.d.f. is therefore the sum of two contributions: a convolution of a Breit-Wigner signal shape with a Gaussian distribution that accounts for detector resolution, \( p_{core} \), and a function that reproduces the radiative tail, \( p_{tail} \):

\[
p_s = \beta \cdot p_{core}(m_{4\mu}; m_{fit}, \Gamma, \sigma) + (1 - \beta) \cdot p_{tail}(m_{4\mu}; m_{fit}, \tau)
\]

where \( 1 - \beta \) is the fraction of signal events in the radiative tail. The tail shape is parameterized ad hoc as

\[
p_{tail} = \frac{(m_{4\mu} - m_{fit})^2}{2\tau^3} \exp\left(\frac{m_{4\mu} - m_{fit}}{\tau}\right)
\]

if \( m_{4\mu} < m_{fit} \) and is zero otherwise [59]. Figure 4.1 (top-left) illustrates the different contributions to the parameterization of the signal plus background distribution, \( f_{sb} \).

The \( p_s \) function is fitted to the signal-only distributions to obtain the parameters of the radiative tail, which remain fixed in the fit to the signal plus background spectra. Some examples of signal distributions, for several Higgs boson masses, are shown in Figure 4.1, together with the result of a binned maximum likelihood fit.

For Higgs boson masses below 190 GeV/c^2, the intrinsic width is negligible compared to the mass spread introduced by the experimental resolution and the signal could be approximated by a Gaussian shape. For masses above 400 GeV/c^2, the natural width of the Higgs is much larger than the experimental resolution, hence the description using a pure Breit-Wigner function yields similar parameters to those obtained from the convolution.

The detector resolution is extracted from the \( m_{4\mu} \) distribution of ZZ events with a four-muon mass above \( 2m_Z \), for which the kinematics are similar to that of the signal. For masses below \( 2m_Z \), the intrinsic Higgs boson width is negligible, therefore the resolution is measured directly from the width of the \( m_{4\mu} \) distribution. This width has been found to be consistent with the extrapolation of the resolution determined using ZZ events. When real data become available, the experimental resolution is expected to be obtained from the width of the \( Z, J/\psi \) and \( \Upsilon \) resonances, measured using their decays into muon pairs [81].

In order to determine the experimental resolution, a Gaussian fit is performed to the distribution of \( (m_{4\mu} - m_{4\mu}^{gen})/m_{4\mu}^{gen} \) for several ranges of \( m_{4\mu} \) (Figure 4.2), where \( m_{4\mu}^{gen} \) is the true
4.1 Fitting procedure

Figure 4.1: Example of the shapes of the different contributions to $f_{sb}$ (top-left). Reconstructed four-muon mass distributions for Higgs signals corresponding to $m_H = 140 \text{ GeV/c}^2$, $250 \text{ GeV/c}^2$ and $450 \text{ GeV/c}^2$, together with the result of the fits (solid lines and numbers).
four-muon mass. The evolution of the width of the Gaussian with $m_{4\mu}$ (Figure 4.3) is parameterized with a linear function. The resolution obtained from this parameterization is a fixed parameter in the fit, allowing for an independent determination of the Higgs boson intrinsic width.

The background $p.d.f.$, $p_b$, is approximated by either a polynomial or an exponential function, depending on the mass region under study. The parameters are determined by performing a binned maximum likelihood fit to the background sample. The parameters defining the shape of the background are fixed in the global fit to signal plus background, but the normalization is a free parameter.

4.2 Results

A binned maximum likelihood fit to the reconstructed $m_{4\mu}$ signal plus background distribution is performed using the function $f_{sb}$. The fits to the signal plus background distributions are shown in Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, for all the simulated Higgs boson masses. For $m_{4\mu} < 190$ GeV/c$^2$ a Gaussian with free width is used for the signal, while for larger masses the convolution of a fixed-width Gaussian and a free-width Breit-Wigner is used.

The free parameters of the fit correspond to the physical parameters that describe the Higgs boson resonance: normalization, mass, and width. The precision in the determination of the production cross section is computed using the number of signal events obtained from the fit.
4.2 Results

Figure 4.3: Evolution of the width of the \((m_{4\mu} - m_{4\mu}^{\text{gen}})/m_{4\mu}^{\text{gen}}\) distribution with \(m_{4\mu}\), obtained from ZZ events. The dots with error bars indicate the result of the Gaussian fits performed in the selected mass ranges. The line represents the linear fit to those points.

Figure 4.7 (left) depicts the relative shift of the fitted Higgs boson mass with respect to the true mass, together with its statistical error. These values are compatible with zero in the full range of masses, which means that the true mass is accurately recovered after applying the fitting method to the reconstructed sample. The evolution of the relative error as a function of the true mass is displayed in Figure 4.7 (right), showing that the mass can be measured with a precision from 0.1% to 5.4%. The increase in this error around 170 GeV\(\cdot c^2\) is due to the smaller number of signal events caused by the suppression of the \(H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)}\) decay at the opening of the \(H \rightarrow W^+W^-\) resonant channel. The increasing uncertainty at higher masses is due to the smaller production cross sections, the larger intrinsic width of the Higgs boson, and, to a lesser extent, the worse resolution for high \(p_T\) muons.

The number of signal and background events is obtained from the fit. The relative error in the cross-section measurement is determined from the number of signal events \((N_s)\) and its statistical uncertainty \((\Delta N_s)\) as \(\Delta N_s/N_s\), shown in Figure 4.8 as a function of the Higgs boson mass. The contribution of the background is properly taken into account, as its normalization is a free parameter in the fit. The cross section can be determined with a precision between 20% and 45%, except for masses below 130 GeV\(\cdot c^2\), where the branching ratio of the Higgs boson into four muons is low.

The remaining physical parameter obtained from the fit is the width of the Higgs boson. The measured width and its statistical error are presented in Figure 4.9 as a function of the true mass, together with the theoretical calculation. The width can be determined above 190 GeV\(\cdot c^2\) with an error between 35% and 45%. Below this mass the intrinsic theoretical width is of the
Figure 4.4: Distributions of the reconstructed signal (open histograms) plus background (shaded) four-muon mass distributions, for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb$^{-1}$, together with the fit results (solid line), for masses in the range from 130 GeV/c$^2$ to 180 GeV/c$^2$. The fit parameters and their errors are also shown.
4.2 Results

Figure 4.5: Distributions of the reconstructed signal (open histograms) plus background (shaded) four-muon mass distributions, for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb$^{-1}$, together with the fit results (solid line), for masses in the range from 190 GeV/$c^2$ to 400 GeV/$c^2$. The fit parameters and their errors are also shown.
Figure 4.6: Distributions of the reconstructed signal (open histograms) plus background (shaded) four-muon mass distributions, for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb$^{-1}$, together with the fit results (solid line), for masses in the range from 450 GeV/c$^2$ to 600 GeV/c$^2$. The fit parameters and their errors are also shown.
order of $10^{-3}$ GeV/$c^2 - 10^{-1}$ GeV/$c^2$, around two to three orders of magnitude less than the experimental detector resolution. There is no sensitivity to perform a direct measurement of the Higgs boson width for $m_H < 190$ GeV/$c^2$, and upper limits at 95% C.L. are set. For comparison, the width obtained by fitting only a Gaussian for masses below 200 GeV/$c^2$ and only a Breit-Wigner for masses above 200 GeV/$c^2$ is also shown, together with the statistical uncertainty. The Breit-Wigner-only fits do not take into account the detector resolution, and therefore the intrinsic theoretical values are not recovered.

The determination of the Higgs boson parameters is affected by systematic uncertainties in the muon momentum resolution (obtained from data), in the muon reconstruction efficiency (around 2%), and those associated with the selection cuts (close to 1%) [2]. The cross-section measurement is also affected by the uncertainty in the luminosity determination, which is 3% for integrated luminosities above 30 fb$^{-1}$. These systematic uncertainties are mostly uncorrelated. The impact on the measured mass and width is expected to be small. Figure 4.8 shows the effect of the systematic uncertainties on the determination of the cross section.

The reconstructed four-muon mass spectra used in this analysis are obtained by weighting the fully simulated signal and background events down to the number of events expected for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb$^{-1}$. For assessing the robustness of the fitting procedure, a large number of pseudo-experiments has been performed for Higgs boson signals for which the expected number of events at 30 fb$^{-1}$ is significantly low. The values of the parameters and their
Determination of the Standard Model Higgs boson mass, cross section, and width

Figure 4.8: Relative error (solid line) in the cross-section measurement as a function of the Higgs boson mass calculated as $\Delta N_s/N_s$. $N_s$ is the number of signal events and $\Delta N_s$ the statistical error obtained from the fit. The dots correspond to the result of the convolution and the triangles to the Gaussian approximation. The dashed line indicates the impact of the systematic uncertainties in the cross-section measurement arising from the luminosity measurement and the overall efficiency of the event selection and detector performance.

uncertainties, obtained from the fit to these distributions, are in agreement with the fit results using weighted distributions. This is true for the whole Higgs boson mass range under study, $130 \text{ GeV}/c^2 < m_H < 600 \text{ GeV}/c^2$. As an example, the results of the fits corresponding to four Higgs boson signals are shown in Figure 4.10 for expected distributions in data. These results are compatible with the true values of the parameters within their statistical uncertainties.

For extending the measurement of the Higgs boson parameters to smaller masses or to lower luminosities, it would be more appropriate to extract the parameters from a large set of randomly chosen four-muon mass distributions with the correct number of events. This procedure can be applied to other four-lepton final states. The combination of these decay channels will improve the precision in the determination of the parameters.
4.3 Conclusions

The $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ decay channel has been shown to be very sensitive for the determination of the Higgs boson mass, cross section, and width, for Higgs boson masses between 130 GeV/c$^2$ and 600 GeV/c$^2$. A robust method has been developed to measure accurately these parameters, using a binned maximum likelihood fit to the reconstructed $m_{4\mu}$ distribution, obtained from fully simulated events. The true values of the parameters are accurately recovered in the full range of masses. For an integrated luminosity of 30 fb$^{-1}$, the mass can be measured with a precision between 0.1% and 5.4%. The intrinsic width can only be measured when the Higgs boson is heavier than 190 GeV/c$^2$, with a precision around 35%, the experimental resolution dominating for lower masses. The production cross section can be determined with a precision around 30% for masses in the range 130 GeV/c$^2$ - 150 GeV/c$^2$ and above 190 GeV/c$^2$.

Figure 4.9: Measured Higgs boson width from a fit to the signal plus background distribution (squares), for the simulated Higgs boson masses. The error on the width from the fit is indicated by the solid band. There is no sensitivity to this parameter for masses below 190 GeV/c$^2$, therefore upper limits at 95% C.L. are shown (solid line). The results of a Gaussian fit to $m_H \leq 200$ GeV/c$^2$ (triangles) and Breit-Wigner fit to $m_H > 200$ GeV/c$^2$ (open circles) are also shown for comparison. The dashed line represents the theoretical calculation of $\Gamma_H$. 
Figure 4.10: Data-like distributions expected for Higgs boson signals of $m_H = 140 \text{ GeV}/c^2$, $170 \text{ GeV}/c^2$, $250 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ and $450 \text{ GeV}/c^2$, for an integrated luminosity of $30 \text{ fb}^{-1}$, together with the result of the fits (solid lines). The shaded areas represent the expected background. These pseudo-experiments are selected randomly.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

The LHC will be the first accelerator to provide parton-parton collisions up to energies of about 1 TeV, the energy scale relevant to the electroweak symmetry breaking and at which beyond the Standard Model phenomena are expected to appear. If the elusive Standard Model Higgs boson exists, LHC will enable its production in the entire range of its allowed possible mass (from $114.4 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ to $\sim 1 \text{ TeV}/c^2$). An early discovery of the Higgs boson is one of the most important goals of the CMS experiment. This will require a good understanding of both the detector and the data to ensure the optimal performance of CMS when LHC delivers the first beams (summer of 2008).

The research work presented in this thesis, which I have carried out since 2004 within the High Energy Physics group at CIEMAT, is an important contribution to both the better understanding of the CMS detector and the potential of CMS to discover the Standard Model Higgs boson signal. The main results are summarized below.

We have performed the first measurement of a physical quantity using real data in the CMS experiment: the measurement of the ratio of positive- to negative-charge cosmic muons as a function of the muon momentum, using data collected at the Magnet Test and Cosmic Challenge (MTCC) and exploiting the capabilities of the muon barrel drift tube chambers. While physics studies were beyond the scope of the MTCC and cosmic muon physics is not among the goals of CMS, we have succeeded in obtaining a result of good quality, also accounting for the most important systematic uncertainties that affect the measurement. The cosmic muon charge ratio is found to be independent of the muon momentum in the considered range, which is in good agreement with previous measurements within the experimental uncertainties. In addition to the inherent interest of the measurement, for the CMS collaboration it has meant a successful test of the complete analysis chain before the LHC start-up, since it has been performed in an environment, CMS and Grid wise, similar to that designed for the analysis of the data coming from proton-proton collisions, using standard CMS reconstruction software, data distribution and job submission tools. Furthermore, it has provided a complementary check of the detector performance, allowing us to address important issues concerning both the alignment constants of the muon detector and the reconstruction code of CMS. As a result, the measurement of the cosmic muon charge ratio has been included in the “to-do” list of detector calibration tests for the cosmic runs at zero and 4 T that have already started to be taken at CMS, almost completely
assembled and installed in the experimental cavern since February 2008.

We have also presented the search analysis of the Standard Model Higgs boson using the $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ decay channel in the CMS experiment. The $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ process has been shown to be a very clean channel for the discovery of the Standard Model Higgs boson in a wide range of masses. Higgs boson signals, ranging from $115 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ to $600 \text{ GeV}/c^2$, and background samples are generated at LO and normalized to the value of the total cross section at NLO. The latest available at the moment, official CMS software has been used to fully simulate the detector response and reconstruct the events. Higgs boson samples are selected with relatively high efficiency and purity using a mass-independent cut-based analysis that exploits the relatively narrow shape of the invariant mass distribution of the four muons in the final state. The expected signal significance is determined from the four-muon mass distribution of the signal events using the log-likelihood statistical method, and is found to be close to $5\sigma$, for an integrated luminosity of $10 \text{ fb}^{-1}$, for masses around $140 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ and between $180 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ and $400 \text{ GeV}/c^2$. The strategy for the Higgs boson search with data is outlined, based on the use of the confidence levels $\text{CL}_b$ and $\text{CL}_s$ that characterize either the background-only or the signal-plus-background likeliness of the data and on the detailed knowledge of the $s/b$ distribution of the expected background and signal events and the observed candidates.

The $H \rightarrow ZZ^{(*)} \rightarrow 4\mu$ decay channel has also been shown to be very sensitive for the determination of the Higgs-boson mass, cross section, and width, for Higgs-boson masses between $130 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ and $600 \text{ GeV}/c^2$. A robust method has been developed to measure accurately these parameters, using a binned maximum likelihood fit to the reconstructed four-muon mass distribution, obtained from fully simulated and reconstructed events. The function describes both the signal and the background contributions and takes into account the experimental resolution and the radiative tail due to internal bremsstrahlung in the final state, and depends on the parameters under study. The true values of the parameters are accurately recovered in the full range of masses already for an integrated luminosity of $30 \text{ fb}^{-1}$. The mass can be measured with a precision between 0.1% and 3.7%. The intrinsic width can only be measured when the Higgs boson is heavier than $190 \text{ GeV}/c^2$, with a precision around 25%, the experimental resolution dominating for lower masses. The production cross section can be determined with a precision around 20% for masses in the range $130 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ - $150 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ and above $190 \text{ GeV}/c^2$.

I plan to continue my research work and exploit the experience accumulated in data analysis and the developed analysis strategies to the LHC data, making significant contributions to the search for the Standard Model Higgs boson and other new physics signals beyond the Standard Model that could be found in LHC.
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